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Abstract 

On July 1-2, 1997, Sandia National Laboratories hosted the External Committee to 
Evaluate Sandia’s Risk Expertise. Under the auspices of SIISRS (Sandia’s International Institute 
for Systematic Risk Studies), Sandia assembled a blue-ribbon panel of experts in the field of risk 
management to assess our risk programs labs-wide. Panelists were chosen not only for their own 
expertise, but also for their ability to add balance to the panel as a whole. Presentations were 
made to the committee on the risk activities at Sandia. In addition, a tour of Sandia’s research 
and development programs in support of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission was arranged. 
The panel attended a poster session featuring eight presentations and demonstrations for selected 
projects. Overviews and viewgraphs fiom the presentations are included in Volume 1 of this 
report. 
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Committee to Evaluate Sandia's Risk Expertise 
Sandia National Laboratories 

July 1-2,1997 

Meeting Background and Overview 
The FY97 Risk Initiative was a programdevelopment activity in the Energy and Environment sector of 
Sandia National Laboratories. The Risk Initiative included six primary efforts: 

0 

0 

0 

an external panel to evaluate Sandia's risk-related programs, 
the primary risk-related conference in the High Consequence Engineering Conference Series, 
an expanded and updated edition of RiskManagenient at Sandia National Laboratories, 
maintenance and strengthening of Sandia's International Institute for Systematic Risk Studies 
(SIISRS), 
a new effort on architectural surety, and 
a new effort on electric grid reliabilty. 

On July 1-2, 1997, the Risk Initiative convened a panel of risk experts from around the country to review 
Sandia's existing programs and fiture directions and to make suggestions for improvement or 
disinvestment. This is one of a number of similar panels arising from Executive Vice President John 
Crawford's initiative to bring in external assessment groups to evaluate a wide variety of technical and 
administrative programs. The External Risk Committee was chartered under the auspices of Sandia's 
International Institute for Systematic Risk Studies (SIISRS) to evaluate Sandia's existing risk programs 
against the following measures: 

In addition, the Committee recommended specific areas for continuation, enhanced investment, or 
disinvestment. 

fundamental scientific and technical soundness, 
appropriateness at a national laboratory, 
potential to advance the state of the art, and 
relevance to current and emerging national-security issues. 

Presentations were made to the committee on the risk activities at Sandia. In addition, a tour of selected 
Sandia research and development (R&D) programs in support of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
was arranged. The panel attended a poster session featuring eight presentations and demonstrations for 
selected projects. Overviews and viewgraphs from the presentations are included in Volume 1 of this 
report. 

Selected Presentation Abstracts 

Overview of Risk Programs Nestor Ortiz 

The risk-related studies at Sandia National Laboratories entail almost $40M worth of work annually. The 
scope of the risk-related activities is broad, encompassing eight primary areas: weapons, nuclear reactors, 
transportation, nuclear waste management, environment and environmental restoration, decision support, 
architectural surety, and information systems. We primarily do risk research and development as it applies 
to real problems, and in consequence, the depth of our programs is important. For many risk-related 
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problems, we do basic phenomenological research, data collection, engineering design and analysis, 
consequence analysis, fundamental research on risk methods, and code development in support of the risk 
analysis per se. We also support the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC), and other agencies in certification and licensing proceedings. Sandia has advanced the 
state of the art in several aspects of risk analysis during the past three decades as a result of our work for 
specific customers (e.g. uncertainty analysis, expert opinions); our current work utilizes and develops past 
work to solve new problems. New applications of old methods sometimes raise new problems that 
illuminate the-need- for fundamentally new risk methods; more often, they require new phenomenological 
models-or data which in and of themselves represent advances on the state of the art. 

Because of our project orientation, risk analysts at Sandia have never been collocated in a single 
organization. Instead, analysts are part of project organizations. To enhance internal coordination of our 
risk programs and to provide a convenient point of entry for external contacts and customers, we created 
Sandia’s International Institute for Systematic Risk Studies (SIISRS), a virtual center for the risk programs 
at Sandia. One of our first tasks was to assemble a summary of all the risk activities and the responsible 
staff. Sandia also assigned a Risk and Reliability research area to be fbnded as part of the laboratory 
directed research and development (LDRD) effort. We see risk assessment and management as a key 
approach in applying our concept of surety to complex systems with potential high consequence impacts. 

Weapons Todd Jones 

Most of the system analysis work accomplished at Sandia has been with high risk, high consequence 
systems. The genesis of this work began in the nuclear reactor field, and expanded over the years to 
include risk analyses of robotics systems, nuclear weapons operations, transportation, and dismantlement, 
as well as terrorist attacks. The emphasis in these analyses has been on comprehensive assessments with a 
thorough treatment of all of the uncertainties involved. The key to the recent success of Sandia’s work 
relating to nuclear weapons has been the integration of nuclear weapon system physical-response models 
into the risk analysis using event trees and fault trees in conjunction with first principles. This technique 
has allowed Sandia to conduct searches for specific abnormal environments in which the safety of the 
weapon may be compromised, and once these environments have been identified, to make a quantitative 
estimate of how likely these environments are and how probable it is that the pathways to nuclear 
detonation or loss of assured safety (LOAS) are achieved. Event trees are used to determine the 
environments, fault trees to determine the probability of the pathways, and the physical response models to 
determine the boundary conditions that will cause the system to exceed its physical thresholds. 

An increased level of detail has been achieved by developing the physical response models of the system 
thermally, structurally, and electrically, and generating boundary conditions for the models based on the 
accident scenario likelihood (e.g., event tree results). These 3-dimensional finite element models are then 
used to develop temperature and acceleration histories, or electrical threshold levels, which are in turn 
integrated into the fault trees and event trees to estimate accident likelihoods and probability of occurrence. 
By applying this detailed level of evaluation to the system, an integrated understanding of the system 
performance in abnormal conditions, with identification of the major contributors to risk and a full 
characterization of the key assumptions and the uncertainties in the results can be achieved. This can 
provide a substantiated basis for making decisions and judgments in managing the risk associated with 
nucIear weapons. 
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Nuclear Power Plant PRA Allen Camp 

Sandia National Laboratories has performed nuclear reactor risk assessments since the mid 1970s, when 
we participated in the initial Reactor Safety Study. Following that study, Sandia served as lead laboratory 
for most of the landmark risk assessments performed for the NRC. These studies included several large, 
full-scope, multiplant risk assessments that advanced the state of the art during their performance. More 
recent major studies include the 5-plant NUREG-1 150 studies and the BWR (boiling water reactor) low 
powerhhutdown studies. A large number of smaller, special purpose studies have been performed along 
the way to address particular safety issues. In the process of performing these studies, Sandia has 
developed most of what now represents the state of the art in reactor risk assessment. 

Following the Reactor Safety Study, Sandia led the evolution of many Level 1 PRA (probabilistic risk 
assessment) methods, including treatment of dependent failures, integration of ex%ernal events on a 
consistent basis, human reliability analysis, uncertainty analysis, and accompanying software. During the 
1980s, Sandia developed a complete set of methods for Level 2 and 3 PRAs, including accident progression 
event trees, source term models, consequence codes, and processes for integrating the parts of a PRAY 
including an uncertainty analysis. Software to support these activities has been developed. The advanced 
methods have been applied to commercial reactor problems for the NRC and also to DOE and space 
reactor problems. 

From the mid 1970s to the late 1980s, work sponsored by the NRC included a balance of methods research 
and applications. Most application programs included some component of methods development. 
However, in the early 199Os, there began to be more belief that risk assessment methods were relatively 
niature, and the focus has shifted much more to applications. There are some notable exceptions to this 
situation. We are developing a new human reliability approach to treat human errors of commission. We 
are investigating ways to improve fire PRA methods and are looking at better ways to evaluate the impact 
of digital instrumentation and control (I&C) systems. However, the larger programs are drawing insights 
from industry individual plant e m  (IPEs) and supporting the development of risk-informed regulation. It 
is expected that future NRC research programs will be smaller in size and primarily application oriented. 
Some activities supporting space reactors and other nuclear facilities continue to allow development of 
improved methods, most notably, development of improved methods to support the Cassini space mission. 
However, major cutting edge PRA research now tends to come from programs in other fields, such as 
telecommunications and weapons risk assessment. Much of that development is benefiting from staff with 
experience at performing reactor PRAs. 

Transportation Sieglinde Neuhauser 

Sandia National Laboratories has been a pioneer in the field of transportation risk assessment since the mid 
1970s, when the NRC sponsored the establishment of a transportation program at Sandia. Among the 
early results of that program were publication of the landmark report, NUREG-0170, “Final 
Environmental Statement on the Transportation of Radioactive Materials by Air and Other Modes,” and 
concomitant development of the RADTRAN I computer code. NUREG-0 170 provided broad coverage for 
most radioactive materials shipments within the United States for over ten years. Court challenges to the 
effect that the shipment information was out of date finally removed this umbrella coverage in the late 
1980s. Since then, environmental impact statements (EISs) and environmental assessments (EAs) have had 
to include detailed transportation studies. Sandia is currently doing a NUREG-0170 update and re- 
validation study for the NRC, using the latest techniques and software. 
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The DOE took over as sponsor of Sandia’s transportation risk program in 1980. Today Sandia (1) 
produces and maintains statesfl-the-art calculational tools, (2) performs numerous transportation 
consequence and risk analyses for EISs, EAs, and other studies, (3) validates input paranieter values by 
various means from direct data collection to complex event-tree construction, and (4) provides support to 
DOE/GC (General Counsel) during litigation of transportation-related lawsuits. The fifth release of the 
RADTRAN computer code, RADTRAN 5,  was made public in beta-test version this spring. The code 
remains parallel, to the extent possible, with the MACCS (MELCOR Accident Consequence 
Computational System) code in order to facilitate comparisons of fixed-facility and transportation risks. 
For example, RADTRAN 5 now contains the same COMIDA2 ingestion model as the latest release of 
MACCS (MACCSZ). An example of an application of RADTRAN is the calculation of risks associated 
with maritime transport of research-reactor spent fuel for several shipping campaigns; SNL also prepared 
expert testimony on this subject during litigation concerning certain of these shipments. Related validation 
studies included collection of time-and-motion data during actual offloading of twelve casks of the 
research-reactor spent hel. 

Architectural Surety Dennis Miyoshi 

Architectural surety is a risk management approach to providing confidence that structures and facilities 
will perform in acceptable ways when subjected to normal, abnormal, and maievolent threat environments. 
The as-built infkstructure is continually at risk because of weathering and aging, infrequent natural 
hazards such as wind storms, floods and earthquakes, and terrorist or saboteur acts. The risk methods used 
for our DOE and Nuclear Regulatory Commission customers play a key role in architectural surety for 
balancing the concerns of reliability, safety, and security in a cost-effective utilization of resources for risk 
management. 

The entire construction life cycle from design through disposal is considered in the architectural surety 
process. Modeling and simulation techniques are used to form a foundation of knowledge so that the 
consequences of the threat environments can be hlly understood. Security, safety, and reliability principles 
are developed for the as-built infrastructure so that engineers and architects can develop products where 
f&lure mechanisms are understood, predictable, and preventable. 

Environmental Risk Analysis Paul Davis 
Mert Fewell 

Ken Sorenson 

Sandia’s foundation in NI2C reactor risk analysis has served as the basis for exqending risk analysis 
methods into the arena of environmental risk analysis. In the 1980’~~ the NRC, having established a strong 
reactor risk analysis capability at Sandia, asked us to develop methods for applying risk analysis to the 
assessment of the performance of geologic nuclear waste repositories. The result \-vas the development of 
the perfontlance assessment (PA) method that has been applied to various NRC and DOE geologic 
repository programs. Sandia’s PA capabilities, combined with its competencies in geology, hydrology, and 
geochemistry as applied to the areas of energy technology and environmental impact analyses, have led to 
an expansion of environmental risk capabilities that have been applied to programs involving 
decontamination and decommissioning, low-level waste repository PA, National Envivonmental Policy Act 
risk analyses, and environmental restoration. 
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Sandia has performed risk assessments for several major NRC and DOE waste repository programs, 
including the System Prioritization Method (SPM), Yucca Mountain Program, Greater Confinement 
Disposal, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, and the Idaho National Engineering & Environmental Laboratory 
PA, As the finding environment for risk related analysis becomes restricted and uncertain, Sandia has 
used its experience gained from past programs to implement new, cheaper, and smarter approaches to 
performing risk analyses. These new approaches can be applied to problems confronting new customers 
who face difficult decision problems without the budget resources required to undertake major risk 
programs. Sandia has developed several risk-based decision support tools that can be applied to a range of 
customers faced with difficult regulatory compliance issues. 

Information Systems Sharon Chapa 

When risk is carried out on a physical system, risk is typically associated with failures under normal, 
abnormal, and malevolent environments. The risks equate more or less to reliability in a very physical 
sense, and system reliability can be viewed as the sum-of-the-parts of its physical components. But what is 
an information system failure, and what are its consequences? For software systems, we view risk very 
broadly to mean anything that makes the system misbehave, which includes errors in the software logic, 
unexpected inputs, hardware or network failures, execution glitches, damaged code, bad patches or fixes, 
sabotage, and all sorts of ill-controlled interactions among parts of the system. In other words, failures 
stem from a myriad of causes, most of which are poorly characterized. Analysis of failures is complicated 
by the fact that software is typically complex, both in its internal structure and its sensitivity to its 
environment. It is important to recognize the model of failure space that is implicit in any risk analysis 
technique, and to consider whether the problem at hand aligns with that model. In a software-based 
information system, small changes can produce catastrophically different results, a failure here can have a 
delayed effect there, and so on. We seek a usefil model of the failure space which identifies representative 
features of systems that can be measured and that have some predictive value for risk. Hand in hand with 
modeling the failure space is development of math or logic which enables traversal of the space and 
reasoning about risk. 

, 

At the present time, there is no formal Information System Risk Program across Sandia. However, Sandia 
has long been concerned with such risk, because of the role software plays in many Sandia programs. 
Sandia-built software analyzes weapons, controls robots, performs 24-hour-per-day situation awareness 
monitoring, and supports environmental decisions. In addition, Sandia participates in assessments of 
various softwaredriven control systems and infrastructures. Information system risk can arise as either 
project risk or technical risk. Project risk is addressed with such tools as the Software Engineering 
Institute’s assessments, as well as cost and schedule estimators, project management tools, and reviews. 
Technical risk encompasses the surety elements of the system: reliability, safety, and security. We strive to 
reduce technical risk by improving best practices and by developing analytic techniques to assess failure 
probabilities. The Iatter involves modeling relevant aspects of the software and network failure spaces. 
This challenging work is currently minimally funded. The bulk of our efforts right now are on improving 
best practices. Some of the areas currently targeted for improvement are: testing, usability, safety, 
security, code synthesis, and self-monitoring. 
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Panelists and Guests 

Panelists: 
Dr. B. John Ganick, PLG Inc. 
Prof. George Apostolakis, MIT 
Dr. Frank Parker, Vanderbilt University 
Dr. A. Alan Moghmi, Technology 
Dr. John Ahearne, Sigma Xi Center 
Dr. Rush Inlow, U.S. DOE Albuquerque Operations Office 

Guest Observers: 
Steven H a p ,  National Transportation ProgrdAlbuquerque, DOE/AL 
Sam Moms, BNL, representing the DOE Center for Risk Excellence 
Mohamed El-Genk, UNM 

Guests Representing MXates (under MOUs) of SIISRS (Sandia’s International 
Institute for Systematic Risk Studies): 
Ahmed Hasan, SNL, representing the Egyptian Atomic Energy Administration 
Tito Bonano, BETA Corp. International 
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of the US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
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International Nuclear Safety Department 

Mike Hessheimer 



Program 

Cooperative Containment Research Program 

This program is co-sponsored and jointly funded by the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) 
of Japan and the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. The 
purpose of the program is to investigate the response of representative models of nuclear containment 
structures to pressure loading beyond the design basis accident and to compare analytical predictions to 
measured behavior. This will be accomplished by conducting static, pneumatic overpressurization tests 
of scale models at ambient temperature. The models will be constructed by NUPEC. NUPEC is funding 
Sandia for planning and site preparation, review of the model design and design support, 
instrumentation and data collection, and reporting. NUPEC P.0.C .: Dr. Hideo Ogasawara, Director & 
General Manager, Systems Safety Dept. The NRC is funding Sandia National Laboratories to perform 
analyses of the models and conduct the tests. NRC P.0.C.: Dr. James F. Costello, RES/DET, Structural 
and Geological Engineering Branch. 

The first test in this program consisted of pressure testing a mixed scale model of a Steel Containment 
Vessel (SCV). The model is representative of the steel containment for an Improved Mark II Boiling 
Water Reactor plant. The geometric scale is 1: lO.  Since the same materials are being used for the 
model as for the actual plant, the scale on the wall thickness was set at 1:4. The model was fabricated 
at the Hitachi Works, Japan and transported to Sandia via cargo vessel and truck. The model arrived at 
Sandia on March 8, 1995 and was installed in the ‘Fragment Barrier’ structure on March 22, 1995. 
The Fragment Barrier houses the SCV model during instrumentation and is designed, along with its 
reinforced roof (which has not been placed), to contain the fragments and safely vent the overpressure 
from a catastrophic failure of the model at a maximum pressure of 2000 psig. Instrumentation of the 
model consisted of over 800 channels of data, including strain gages, displacement transducers, 
temperature sensors as well as visual monitoring. A steel ‘Contact Structure’ (CS) was placed over 
the SCV model prior to testing to represent some features of the reactor shield building in the actual 
plant. The model was expected to come into contact with the CS at approximately 4 to 6 times the 
design pressure (Pd=l 13 psig, scaled), resulting in deformation and failure modes which would he more 
representative of the actual plant. The High Pressure test of the SCV model was conducted on Dec 11 & 
12, 1996. The model failed by developing a large tear adjacent to the Equipment Hatch insert at a 
maximum pressure of 674 psig. 

The second test in this program will consist of pressure testing a uniform l:4-scale model of a 
Prestressed Concrete Containment Vessel (PCCV). This model is representative of the containment 
structure of an actual Pressurized Water Reactor plant in Japan. The model will include functional 
representations of an Equipment Hatch and a Personnel Air Lock as well as smaller penetrations. The 
model has been designed by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) and Obayashi Corporation. The 1.6mm 
liner was fabricated by MHI in Japan and was shipped to Sandia in segments. On-site construction of 
the model commenced in early 1997 under the general supervision of Taisei America Corporation and 
will be completed in 1998. Concurrently, Sandia is installing over 2000 channels of instrumentation on 
the model consisting of strain gages on the reinforcing steel, prestressing tendons and steel liner, 
displacement transducers, temperature sensors, pressure sensors, concrete crack transducers as well 
as visual monitoring. Current plans are for model testing to commence in late 1999 with a series of 
tests including low pressure tests, design pressure (P,=57 psig) tests, an Integrated Leak Rate Test 
(ILRT) at 0.9 P,, a Structural Integrity Test (SIT) at 1.125 P,, and, finally, a test to failure to a 
maximum pressure of approximately 250 psig. 

A third test of a uniform l:4-scale model of a Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel (RCCV), 
representative of an Advanced Boiling Water Reactor containment structure, has been discussed with 
NUPEC. Plans for this test are, however, currently on hold. 
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Severe Accident P henomena/Analyses 
Experiment Faci I ities 

Sandia National Laboratories 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

For further information, contact: 
Kenneth 0. Rei1 
Sandia National Laboratories, MS-I 139 
Albuquerque, NM 87185-1139 
Phone: (505 845-3050 
e-mail: koreil@sandia.gov 
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Severe Accident Phenomena/Analyses 

3 * 
I 

Many Years of Reactor Safety Research For USNRC 

Annular Core Research Reactor 
(ACRR) 

Surtsey Test Facility 
2 6123M7/97.W1-FsclY)7O(.ppt 

SNL Severe Accident Research for 
NRC Started in 1974 
Work Has Evolved to Meet Needs 
- LMFBR 
- LWR 
- ALWR 

Activities Include 
- Experiments (In-Pile and Out-of-Pile) 
- Model Development 
- Code Development 
- Analyses 
- Issue Resolution 

0 
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Severe Accident Phenomena/Analyses 
Experimental Studies Coupled to Analytical Modeling and Code 

Deve I o pme n t. 

0 

0.20 L 

Steam Explosion 
0 

0 

Large Melt Facility (LMF) 0 

3 6423-SR7197-KR-FBCu)701 PPl 

Main Project Areas: 

Irradiated Fuel Behavior 
Accident Energetics (LMFBR) 
Debris Coolability 
Fuel Coolant Interactions (Steam 
Explosions) 
Hydrogen Combustion and 
Detonation 
Sodium Concrete Interactions 
Core Concrete Interactions 
Aerosol Behavior 
Fission Product Release 
Core Melt Progression 
Ex-Vessel C ~ d i n g  

(ctrl Sandia National laboratories 
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Severe Accident Phenomena/Analyses 
SNL Has Utilized, Adapted, and Constructed a Variety of Facilities for 
Severe Accident Phenomenological Research. Some are Currently 

Active: Others are Idle. 
; ! , , Z  .. ,?:. :. ., :* : . ' 

' ,  

-. A... 

.. 
dd 

Annular Core Research 
Reactor (ACRR) 

Containment Technology 
Test Facility (CTTF) 

Lower Head Failure 
Test at Explosive 
Dynamics Laboratory 

CYBL 

CYBL Facility 

Surtsey Test Facility 
Hot Cell Facility 

Stto 0920 CombuaIlon hcllllloa 

U - 
Large Melt Facility (LMF) Explosive Firing Site 

Irtr) Sandia National Laboratories 



Severe Accident Phenomena/Analyses 
Current Status of Severe Accident Test Facilities 

P- 

Surtsey Test Facility \3 

Lower Head Failure Test at 
Explosive Dynamics Laboratory 

6 6423~R7/97.KR-Fac1070l.ppt 

Active Facilities Supporting LWR 
Research 
- Surtsey Facility 
- Explosive Dynamics Laboratory 

Active Facilities Supporting Other 
Activities 
- Annular Core Research Reactor 

- Hot Cell Facility (HCF) 
- Explosive Firing Site 

Facilities in Standby (Idle) 

(ACRR) 

Cylindrical Boiling Facility (CYBL) 
Containment Tech nology Test 
Facility (CTTF) 
Large Melt Facility (LMF) 

(rtrl Sandia National laboratories 



Severe Accident P hen omena/Analyses 

Surtsev Facility is a Large Sealed Pressure Vessel 
for Studying Containment Atmosphere Processes 

100 m3 ASME Steel Pressure Vessel 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 MPa Working Pressure 
Insulated = Prototypic SteamlAirlH, 
Atmosphere 
Realistic Scaled Containment 
Structures (Ill 0th Scale) 
Removable UpperlLower Heads 
Instrumentation Ports At Six Levels 

t 4  
0 

Surtsey Test Site High Volume Gas and Steam Supply 
Systems 

Control 
Flexible Data Acquisition and 

@ Sandia National Laboratories 

t 
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Severe Accident P henomena/Analyses 

Surtsey Facility 

Surtsey Test Facility 

6423.6R7/97-KR.FaolD7Of .PPI 

Studies of Containment Atmosphere 
Processes at Relatively Large Scale 
Direct Containment Heating 
Resulting from High Pressure Melt 
Ejection in Scaled NPP Geometries 
Steam Explosion Phenomena in 
Reactor Cavities 
Behavior of Hydrogen Ignitors in 
Condensing Steam Environments 
Performance Characteristics of 
Passive Autocatalytic Hydrogen 
Recombiners in Prototypic 
Hydrogen, Air, Steam Environments 

Sandia National laboratories 



Severe Accident PhenomenalAnalyses 

The Explosive Dynamics Laboratory is a General Purpose Facility for 
Remote Testing of Systems Involving High Temperature, Reactive, or 

Energetic Materials with the 

Explosive Dynamics Laboratory 

Potential for Release of Significant Energy. 

Remote Operations 
Capacity - 10 Pound TNT Equivalent 
Facilities 
- Open Test Pads 
- Closed Test Cell 
- FITS Vessel (5m3 Volume - 2 MPa working 

pressure) , 

- VAT Facility (Open Water Tank - 50,000 Gal) 

- Induction Power Supplies 
- High Pressure Gas Systems 
- Flexible Data Acquisition and Control 

I 
i .  

! 
' .  
I 

9 6423-SR7197-KR-F8CDD701 PP! Irtr] Sandia National laboratories 



Explosive Dynamics Laboratory 

Facilities at the Explosive Dynamics Laboratories 
Have Been Used for A Wide Variety of Studies 

N 
W 

Steam 
Explosion Fuel = Coolant Interactions (FCl) or 

Steam Explosions 

Hydrogen Combustion 
BWR Melt Progression 

- Thermite, U02, or Aluminum in Water 

- Ex-Reactor (XR) Experiments 
- Relocation of Molten Core Materials 

- -One-Fifth Scale, Reactor Vessel 
Lower Heads Tested to Failure Under 
Prototypic Heating and Pressure 
Conditions 

Lower Head Failure 

(rtrl Sandia National laboratories 



Severe Accident Phenomena/Analyses 
Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) 

Hot Cell Facility (HCF) 
ACRR 
- Pool Type Reactor with Dry Central 

Experiment Cavity (.23m Dia) and Dry 
External Cavities (up to .51m Dia) 

- Operates in Pulse, Steady State, and 
Programmed Transient Modes 

- Heavily Shielded Canyon and Glove 
Boxes (up to 50,000 Ci FPs) 

- Fuel Preparation, Experiment 
Assembly, Post-Irradiation Exams 

HCF 

Uses 

Annular Core Research 
Reactor (ACRR) 

0 

Hot Cell Facility 

LWR Melt Progression (DF, MP), 
Fission Product Release (ST), Debris 
Coolability (DCC), LMFBR & Space 
Reactor Fuel Behavior 
Weapons Effect Simulation 
Isotope Production 

(rtrl Sandia National Laboratories 



Severe Accident Phenomena/Analyses 
In-pile Testing Experience 

Annular Core Research Reactor 
(ACRR) 

12 6423-6R7197-KR-FlCU)7Ol.PF4 

0 

Hot Cell Facility 

Annular Core Research Reactor 
(ACRR) and Hot Cell Facility (HCF) 
Hundreds of Safety and 
Development Tests 
LMFBR, LWR, HWR, ACRR Fuel 
Development, Space Propulsion 
Studies in Many Areas 
- Fuel Behavior 
- Accident Energetics 
- Debris Coolability 
- Core Melt Progression 
- Fission Product Release 
- Performance Characteristics 

Facilities Currently Devoted to the 
Production of 99Molybdenum 

Irtr] Sandia National laboratories 



Severe Accident Phenomena/Analyses 

CYBL Facility and Containment Technology Test Facility 
CYBL 

CYBL Facility 

.. 
Containment Technology 
Test Facility (CTTF) 

13 642J-6R7t97-KR-Facm701 ppt 

I CYBL Facility 
- Full Scale Representation of AP600 RPV 

in a Flooded Reactor Cavity (“Tank within 
Tank” ) 

- Internal Radiant Heating to Simulate 
Heat Transfer from Molten Pool 

- Characterize Downward Facing Boiling 
Heat Transfer from Vessel to Poql for 
lnvessel Core Retention 

Containment Technology Test Facility I 

250 m3 Volume - l/6fh’Scale - Surry NPP 
Reinforced Concrete Containment 
1 MPa Failure Pressure 
DCH and Hydrogen Behavior Studies 
Similar to Surtsey; i.e. Prototypic 
Atmosphere and Structures 

[rtr) Sandia National laboratories 



Severe Accident Phenomena/Analyses 

Large Melt Facility and Explosive Firing Site 

e 

Large Melt Facility (LMF) 
Stto 9920 Cornbuntton Factlltlm 

wnwcOmbUntim racing 
0 

Explosive Firing Site (9920) 

Large Melt Facility (LMF) 
- Inductively Melt and Sustain 200kg of 

Metallic or Prototypic UO, Core Debris 
(13m3 Containment Chamber, 280kW IOOHz 
Inductive Power Supply) 

- CorelConcrete Interactions (Metallic 
and Oxidic Melts) w/ & w/o Water 

Explosive Firing Site (9920) 
- Remote Explosive Test Site 
- Open Test Pads, 5 m3 Pressure Vessels, 

.5m Dia x 13 m Long Heated Detonation 
Tube, FLAME Facility (Full Scale Ice 
Condenser Basket Room) 

- Hydrogen Combustion, Detonation, and 
Transition to Detonation 

- General Explosive Testing (1001b equiv.) 

(rtrl Sandia National laboratories 



VIEWGRAPH PRESENTATIONS 
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Welcome and Overview of 
SNL’s Mission 

Dan Hartley, VP 
Laboratory Development Division 

29 



Sandia National Laboratories Overview 

Presented to 

The Committee to Evaluate Sandia’s Risk Expertise 
Dr. €3. John Garrick, PLG Inc. 

Prof. George Apostolakis, MlT 

Dr. Frank Parker, Vanderbilt University 

Dr. A. Alan Moghissi, Technology 

Dr. John Ahearne, Sigma Xi Center 

Dr. Rush Mow,  U. S. DOE Albuquerque Operations Office 

i 

Dan Hartley, Vice President 
July 1, 1997 @ Sandia National laboratories 



,. 
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Sandia National Laboratories sites 

w 
N 

- -  
Nevada 

Eagle I IC OV(llcv) 6 Laboratories 

Sandia lchl National 



w w 

Sandia - in round numbers 

8000 full-time employees 
- -7,000 in New Mexico 
- -1,000 in California 

600 buildings, 5M square feet 
1,400 Ph.D.s, 1,700 Masters 
- 55% engineering 
- 33% science and mathematics 
- 12% computing and other 

Annual budget $1,30OM 
I 

T370 CP8945.02 

Sandia 
Laboratories 

@ National 



Sandia’s missions support national security 
I 

of our 
- from 

w 
P 

And w e  have a shared mission with 
other DOE laboratories in energy 

research and development 



. .  
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Sandia's researqh foundations are the 
fundamental basis of its core competencies 

Computational and 
information sciences 

Engineering 
sciences 

Eagle.FIC.OV(Rev) 16 

Engineered 
processes 
and 
materials 

Microelectronics and 
photonics research @ Ef:al 

Laboratories 



Sandia's Corporate planning efforts involve a 
Plan / Do / Check cycle 

President's 
Advisory 
Council 

Customers 

Advisory 
Committees 
& Peers 

Red 
'Tennis & 
A iicli tors 

Assess 0 
1 Sandia in 20 Years: Future Vision 

Strategic Objectives (1 0-1 5 years) 
Operational/Tactical 

Goals & Strategies (I -5 ears) 

4512*4/23/97* sbc;PPlO [rtrl Sandia National Laboratories 
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Sandia Designs, Develops, and Qualifies 
a Wide Range of Products 

I 

Sandia has Responsibility for: 

e 

e 

Electrpnic components 
Use control components 
En erg eti c corn p o n e n ts 
Power storage 
Neutron genera tors 
Gas transfer systems 
Radars 
Firing sets 
Joint test assemblies 
Parach Utes 
Cables & connectors 
Mechanical components 
Handling gear 
Test gear 
Software 

(rlrJ Sandia National 
Lab oratories 



The C o m p e m  
Our Nuclear Deterrent depends upon the 

stockpile which cannot be put at risk! 

Increased Risk 

0 
w 
\o 

0 

0 

No new systems 
Aging, smaller, less 
diverse stockpile 
Greatly reduced 
design and production 
capacity 
Reduced budget 

Decreased Risk 

Time 

Sandia 
Laboratories 

[s] National 



P 
0 

Sandia's missions emphasize 
national security (broadly defined) 

0 Primary mission: design and 
development of nonnuclear portion of 
US nuclear weapons 

8 

8 

0 

0 

8 

T370 CP8945 

Sys f ems integrator; safety , se c ad si ty , 
use control 
Energy & environmental research: 
utilization, alternate sources 
Arms control: verification, non- 
proliferation and counterproliferation 
Nonnuclear defense n 
f echnologies: 
countering WMD 
Foreign technology 
assessments 

1.05 

1 
I 
! 
I 

i 

i 
! 

I 
I 

1 
I 

! 
i 

I 

I 
j 
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Announcements 
NRC’s International Risk Center at Sandia 
High Consequence Engineering Conference 

Series 
Overview of Risk Programs 

Nestor Ortiz, Director 
Nuclear Energy Technology Center and 

SIISRS 

41 



R 

Nestor R. Ortiz, Director 
Nuclear Energy Technology Center 

Sandia’s Risk Expertise Meeting 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

July 1-2, 1997 

Sandia National Laboratories 



Chronology of Risk Programs 

m 
h 
DD 

PI 
5 
E 
.- 

Information 
SYStClIlS 

Environmental 
Restoration . 

WIPP 
* 

Transportation ” 
Nuclear 
Reactors 

1970 1980 1990 2000 
@ S d i a  Natianal LaboratMies 

Y2m 

The phrase “Risk Assessment and Management” 
has a broad definition at SNL 

It encompasses as many as five activities: 

1. Identification of the hazards. 

2. Determination of the risks of those hazards. 

3. Reduction of the risks to acceptable levels. 

4. Thorough documentation of Activities 1 through 3. 

5. Continuing reevaluation in order to improve the system or solution. 

43 



Risk: The right tool for the right job 

Data Evaluation 

CostBenefit 

Decision Support 
RegulatorylCertiIication 
support 

*Not a complete list. @ Sandia NationalLaboratMies 
UYn mIomn!c,# 

Surety Definition 

“Surety is confidence that a system will perform in acceptable 
ways under normal, abnormal, and malevolent environments.” 

To address system performance under the different environments, 
Sandia National Laboratories uses systems engineering and risk 
assessment and management capabilities. 
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Sandia’s Key Science and Technology Areas 

Product Realization 

Intelligent Integrated Microsystems 

What information do we need 
from the panel? 

The panel’s impressions on 

Saentific and Technical Soundness of the risk methodology and 
technoIogy for  each program area (cs Weapons, Nudear  Reactors, 
Transportation, Waste Management and Environment and 
Environmental Restoration). 

Recommendations of “risk technology advances” for the future. (Does 
the  panel have different suggestions?) 

Relevance of the recommended “risk technology advances” to current 
and emergingnational security issues. (Does the panel see major 
technology gaps?) 

Appropriateness of the risk work as it supports Sandia National 
Laboratories’ Mission 

45 
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Risk Technology 

U(DnC.IlIOWI 

Sandia has advanced the state of the art in risk analysis 

Weupom: We created an algorithm to search a parameter space to identify regions of 
vulnerability. 
Nudem Pwer Plant PR4: Much of the current state of the art was developed at 
Sandia, e.g., large fault trees, integrated treatment of dependent failures and of external 
events, parametric source term models, and probabilistic phenomenological models. 
Uncertainty of ConsequenceAnaIysis: We have improved methods for inverse 
modeling and expert elicitation, and we separated stochastic uncertainty from state-of- 
knowledge uncertainty in an integrated uncertainty calculation. 
Tranrportation: RADTWN was the fmt transportation risk-assessment code, in 1977, 
and it was the fmt risk-assessment code available on the Internet, in 1985. 
Architecfurul Sur@: We are applying existing capabilities to provide a foundation for 
decisions about mission, environment, and public confidence for as-built infrastructure. 
Environmental Programs: Sandia has created and applied probabilistic risk assessment 
methods to waste management and extended these methods to environmental restoration, 
and we submitted thefmt application for certification of a nuclear waste repository. 
Iitformation S p t m :  We are advancing the state of the art in modeling for surety 
analysis and for networks. 

46 



We would like to further advance the state of the art 

. 

Weapons: We would like to automate the vulnerability search algorithm and put it on 
an ASCI platform, and we would l i e  to perform additional testing to gather data on 
components. 
Nuclear Power Plmf PRA: Two key areas for improvement are time-dependent 
analysis and object-oriented PRA model development 
Uncertainty of Consequence Analysis: We would like to work in the area of 
correlations, processing, and integrating information that we already have in a logical 
uncertainty study. 
Trunsportufiun: We would like to test to destruction for more packages to improve data 
bases, and we’d like to filly integrate RADTRAN into a GIs system 
ArdtitecturalSurety: We’d l i e  to do time and motion studies on the location of people 
and assets, and we’d like to expand our security to encompass surety and remodel the 
tools for ease of use by new users. 
EnvironmentulBogrums: We would like to extend riskmanagement practices to 
environmentalrestoration, D&D, and other environmental problems to prioritize 
resource allocation. 
Infirmtion Systems; We’d like to do more pure research on modeling, and we’d like 
to improve best practices for applications of advanced software. 

47 
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B m B  to add more value in enabling the nation 
to protect its critical infrastructures 

P 
00 

6400-970-1 18.PPl Irtr] Sandia National laboratories 
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l~isl~/I~cli:~l~ili ty Cot~cet~t~s 
Grid Stability 

*Nat lire 

s ab0 t a gc 

*Long liiic ovcrload 

*I<caclor Safcty 

*Cybcr t h a t  

Risk and Reliability Implications 
of Electrical Deregulation 

I.lydl.0 
I’owcr 
I’lant 

‘rransinissio n/Dist ri bu 

Cot1 scq lletlccs 
.Social/ccoiiomic inipact 

.I-Iealtli arid sal‘cty inipact 

.Iticrc~scd size aiid duration of outages 

Cui-rcrit ‘I’ccliriolopy Issiics 
*Ex isti tig rcl iabi I i tyNlow 111 odels 

inadcqiiatcly addrcss: 
-gcticrat ion uni t  cycling 
---load liiiiits ol‘liiics 
--dyiiaiiiics ol‘ transmission changes 

-Rcniotcly swilcli powcr 
--Accoiiiodalc distributed powcr soiirccs 

* N c w  cqiiipinciit will bc tiecdcd to: 



Weapons 

Todd Jones 
Assessment Technologies Department 
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Nuclear Weapons Assessments Utilizing 
Risk Assessment Tools 

ToddR. Jones 
Sandia National Laboratories 

July 1997 

Outline of  Presentation 

Nuclear Weapon Design 
Weapon Safety Theme 
1 st Principle Assessments 
Model Based Safety Assessments (PRA methods) 

51 



... . . . 

Interest in PR4 Applications to Nuclear 
Weapon Systems 

~~~ ~ 

+ Drell (December 1990): 
“Continue safety studies and, in particular, . . . analyses 
which calculate overall risk and safety . . .” 

+ DOE Surety Plan (1991): 
“Provide comprehensive surety assessment of warheads 
supported by an appropriate accident database, adequate 
warhead response characterization, and a thorough 
riskiconsequence assessment methodology.” 

+ DOE Orders: 
-DOE Order 452.1a Nuclear Explosive & Weapon Surety Program 
-DOE Order 452.2a Safety of Nuclear Explosive Operations 

Meeting the Nation’s Surety Needs 
using Model Based Safety Assessments 

Weapon Operations 
~~ 1 Coast Guard 
I 

We have adapted 

Weapon 
Dismantlement 

Nudear Waste our MBSA approaches 
to meet the surety 
needs of the nation. 

Raiiroad Hazards 

Weapon 
Transportation 

Nuclear Power Robotics 
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m Nuclear Weapons Safety: 
One of Sandia’s Most Important Missions 

, 

@I Assured Warhead Safety 
A Corner Stone 

Predictability and Analyzability 

I Nuclear Warheads 
must 

Respond in a Predictably Safe Manner 

+ Normal environments 
transportation, storage and operational use 

Abnormal environments -- accidents 
any credible combination of abnormal environments 

53 



Critical Elements 

Intentional Nuclear Detonation @I necessaty for 

~~ ~ 

Firing Signal 
I 

3. 
i Hl9h-Voltage Switching Device 

+ 
Arming 
Slgnal 
---) 

Firing Set 

Safety Positive Design Measures should focus on protecting these critical elements. 

Thls focus wlll: 
Minimize the number of design features to be  analyzed, and 

Nuclear Detonation Safety 
US Generic System 

I Delivery Communications 
System I Channel 

Warhead 
NmonndEarimamau 
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Nuclear Detonation Safety 
First Principles 

+ Isolation (Electrical) 
- Barriers 
- Stronglink switches 

+ Incompatibility 
- Intended enabling stimuli (e.g. unique signals) 
- Stronglink switches protect against unintended operate stimuli 

+ Inoperability 
- Weaklinks 
- Co-location 

+ Independence 
- Multiple independent safety subsystems 

THEME -Application of First Principles 
f---rmit-saeq--s j Urnitsanalysis i 
i design features rquiredfor : 

I - 
j -  toabsolute : - ! environmentsto i : . .  safety . : Leggresseci j : assessment ; i; -_Ei!l@%%- ! 

7---..--."-..-~--- 

.n---w..,?.. - 

@I Nuclear Detonation Safety 
US Generic System Safety Theme 
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Weapon System Safety Requirments 

Mfnimum 
assured level 
of protection 

against 
nuclear 

detonation 

Lass 
Safe 

Walski Letter (1968) 
established initial numerical 

requirements 

~~ 

Nuclear Detonation Safety 
First Princbles Assessment 

APPROACH 
(Qualitative) 

+ Assume accident will OCCUT 

+ Postulate representative range of possible accidents 
(abnormal environments) 

+ Identlfy potential failures -- system and component levels 
FIRST PRMCIPLE DESIGN FEATURES 



Nuclear Detonation Safty Assessmen; 
Integrated Frame Work 

Probabilistic Risk Assessment - QUANTITATIVE 

Operations e a 
Frequency and Sevei 

Probabilistic 

Design 0- 
t 

Physical 
Response 

Analysis and Testing 
Probabilistic Response 

Probabilistic 

Weapon System Pathway Examples 
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Weapon System Pathway Requirements 

INADVERTENT NUCLEAR DETONATION 
(Nuclear Explosive Package Operable) 

. .  . .. -- Dominated$r . .: ' 

Envirhment Frequencies': . _- . ._ . . . . - - . 
Dominated by:, 

ComDonent Failure Probabilities 

Inadvertant Nuclear Detonation & 
Loss of Assured Safety 
+ Inadvertant Nuclear Detonation 

- When the Safety Theme of a weapon system is no longer assured 
to function as it was designed in normal and abnormal 
environments and sufficient energy is available and can couple to 
the system in a manner that will allow an unintended release of 
energy through a nuclear process. 

+ Loss of Assured Safety 
- When the Safety Theme of a weapon system is no longer assured 

to function as it was designed in normal and abnormal 
environments. 

+Examples 
4 Stronglinks lose their predictability before the weaklinks 
+ Breach of exclusion region before weaklink fails 
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Model Based Safety Assessment 
Process Flow 
f Physical Response Modeling ] 

U 

z 

Model Based Safety Assessment Process Nil 



El Analysis Codes Used in the MBSA 
Process 
I RAMS1 1 

CRASH ENVTSEEDS 
(FAVORABLEPARAMETER I ITERATION SPACE FOR LOAS) 

Model Based Safety Assessment 
Process Flow 

Physical Response Modeling \ 

Input: 
Component Response Characteristics 
Material Properties 
Environmental Thresholds 
Test Data 

R d b :  
Component Structural Response 
Component Thermal Response 

s 
,noue Environment Definition 
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Fire Modeling and Testing 
~~ ~~ 

ComP@p_naEaPayiq”-  
f -  
i 

$ 

: 
1 Computer Code Development- 

’ . EnvIronmentModelIng 
System and Component Modeling ~ 

Full Scale -./ Abnormal Environment 
Modeling 

m 

Svstem and Comoonent Resoonse Modelina ” I  

Structural Modeling and Testing 

Full -f - -  
- ’  : A Shock Physics 

Finite Element 
- - Computer Code Development 

Scale I I 
{ System and Component Modeling ; ’ Codes 

--.I-- .’ 

nse 
ing 
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Model Based Safety Assessment 
Process Flow 

Physical Response Results 
Event Tree Results 

Prioritization of Vulnerabilities 
Key Contributors 

Thermal Race Problem 
Weaklink - Stronglink 

of comnonents 
But, thesc Point Estimates are 

really probability 
distributions 

P ( f )  = t <GI 
P(Q = 0.0 

Region of conccm 
is in the "tails" of 
the distribution 
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Evaluation Methodology (Envisioned) 

I 
Estimate Random 
Event Frequencies 

Estimate Top Event 
Frqumcy 
WMAC) 

Solve Fault Tree Edit Cut Sets for t 
Race Combinations - 

(PAIRS) I Estimatecomponent I 
Abnormal Enkonment 
Failure Thresholds and 

Uncertainties Combination 
Probabilities 

Histones for Various 
Cases with Uncertainties 
(TEMPRA P-Thmal) 

Estimating Multiple Race Combination 
Probabilities with Uncertainty and Random Event 
Probabilities usinp MC-RACE 

m 

e! 
B 
E 
c 

Time 

Temperature HIs?ory 
and Fallure Threshold 

Uncertainties 

SL,XSL,X WL, 
Cut Set 

.yp 
MC-RACE 

Race Combination 
Probabilities 

, LL 
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Initial Calculations Coupling Realistic Fire 
Conditions with High Fidelity Thermal Models @ 

VULCAN Code COYOTE Code SEATREUSABLUP-RACE Codes 

i - 
output output output 

!? 40 

20 

0 90 180 270 U n d m  

Time (sac) orkntltlon dW.fha*d in PIA? n 

I We Search the Space for Vulnerabilities @J 

.- E 
I e 
k 
5 
E 
e 

- 
- > 
Y 

First Sampling Iteration Nth Sampling Iteration 

' .. , , .  
Physical Properties 

Optimization techniques, computafional intelligence, & 
ASCI will improve eficiency of our search 
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First-Level Vulnerability: Engulfing Fire 
(Loss of Both Stronglinks While CDU is Operational) 

SO00 

- 
5. [ 
E 
r 

2400 

1820 

1400 

Vulnerability Time History 
1 

Vulnerability Definitions 

MC2935 ME969 MQ344 D m B  
0 FL OK- 'OK FL 
0 FL -FL OK Fl. 

We are Exploring the Use of These 
Processes in Design 

First Sarnulinp: Iteration Nth Sampling Iteration 

We wish to understand and eliminate vulnerabilities in the design process! 
9 
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@I We will Exercise both the Capacity and 
Fidelity of High Performance Computing 

MBSA Resources 
+ Application Funding 

- $ I S M  
- AssessedW78 

W80 
B61-7 
W76 in progress 

+ Development Funding 
- $2M 
- Code Development 
- SEARCH Algorithm 
- End to End Demo 
- ASCI integration 

+ Application Organizations 
- 12333- Risk Analy~k 
- 91 13 -Detailed Thermal Models 
- 6413 -R-CThermal & Structural 

Models 
- 9753 - Eleclrical Analysis 

+ Development Organizations 
- 12333 RiskAnalysis 
- 6413 SEARCH development 
- 6412 ARRAh4IS development 
- 91 13 ASCI & End to End demo 
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Nuclear Power Plant PRA 

Allen Camp, Manager 
Risk Assessment & Systems Modeling 

Departm-ent 
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Nuclear Reactor Risk Assessment 

Presented to 
Risk Evaluation Committee 

Presented by 

Allen Camp, Manager 
Risk Assessment & Systems Modeling Department 

July 1,1997 

1 July 1991 NRR-REC 

First Major PRA Activities at Sandria 

0 Established risk assessment as major activity 

0 Formed basis for many of the other PRA 
at Sandia 

programs at Sandia 
- Staff 
- Methods 

0 Formerly produced most of the state-of-the- 
art PRA technology generated at Sandia 

NRR-REC 2 July1091 
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Sandia Has Led 
the Development of Reactor PRA 

1975 1979 1981 1983 1987/1990 1990 1994 

WASH-1400 RSSMAP IREP TAP A 4 5  NUREG-1150 RMlEPlPRUEP LPBS 

Reactor Methodology Interim Decay Heat Reactor Risk Integrated Low Power/ 
Safety Application Reliability Removal Study 

Grand Gun 
LaSalle PRA Shutdown fo r  

Program Evaluation Studies 
Program 

study 

NRC SNL SNL SNL SNL SNL SNL 

Flrst Major 
PRA Study 
forTwo 
Plants 

Applied Improved Added Added Detailed More Detalied Detailed 
WASH1400 Treatment of External Containment Loglc Models Study o f  Low 
Methods to Operator Events Event Tree Consident Power! Shutdown 
More Plants Actlons Sabotage Integrated Treatment Risk For a 

AndMore COW Analysis of of Consequence B W R M k  111 
Detailed Benefn Uncertainties uncertainties 
Loaic Models Analysts Improved 

Consequence 
Analysts 

PRAs Performed Under the Technical 
Management of Sandia 

Plant 
Sequoyah 
Calvert Cllffs 
Oconee 
Grand Gun 
Crystal River 
ANO-1 
Calvert Cliffs 
Milestone-I 
Browns Ferry 
Polnt Beach 
Turkey Polnt 
St Lude 

- Pmaram 
RSSMAP 
RSSMAP 
RSSMAP 
RSSMAP 
IREP 
IREP 
IREP 
IREP 
IREP 
TAP A45  
TAP A45  
TAP A45  

ANO-I TAP A45  
Quad Cities TAP A45  
Cooper TAP A45 
Trojan TAP A45 
La Salk RMIEPPRUEP 
surry NUREG-I150 
Sequoyah NUREG-1150 
Peach Bottom NUREG-I150 
Grand Gulf NUREG-I150 
N Reactor - 
Grand Gulf LP IS  
EE - External Events 

NRR.IIEC 4 

3 e S  
PWR w41c 
PWR CE 
PWR B&W 
BWR6Mklli 
PWR EaW 
PWR EaW 
PWR CE 
BWR3 Mk I 
BWR4 Mk I 
PWRWZ 
PWR w 3  
PWR CE 
PWR EaW 
BWR3 Mk 1 
BWR4 Mk 1 
PWRw4 
BWR5 Mk I1 
PWR W3 
PWR w41c 
BWR4 Mk I 
BWR6 Mk 111 

BWR6 Mk ill 
Production Reactor 

.eve1 - 

+EE 
+EE 
+EE 
I +EE 
1 +EE 
1 +EE 
1 +EE 
3+EE 
3+EE 
3 
3+EE 
3 
3+EE 
3+EE 

Jdy10ol 
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Other Amlications and Extensions 

PLANT ACCIDENT SOURCE 
SYSTEMS * PROG. * TERM * 
ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS 

of fikctor PRA Methods 

RISK 
INT. 

ANALYSIS 

0 Nuclear Rocket 
0 N Reactor 
0 Cassini 
0 Other Smaller Activities 

v 

WRR-REC 5 July1097 

Integrated PRA Analysis 

4- Level I +- Level II ___) Level 111 

NRR-REC 6 July1007 
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PRA Must Be Based on Sound Science 

0 Models and Codes, e.g., 
MELCOR 
CONTAIN 
THERP 

0 Experiments and Data, e.g., 
Generic Data Bases 
Hydrogen Corn bustion 
Containment Strength 
DCH 
Cable Testing 
Simulator Exercises 

7 NRRAEC July tow 

Examples of Important SNL PRA Activities 

0 Application-Based Methods Development 
NUREG-1150 Methods 
Dependent Failure Analysis 
External Event Methods 
Consequence Uncertainties 
Software 

a NRR-REC July<o!n 
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Examples of Important SNL PRA 
Activities (cont.) 

0 Major Studies 
NUREG-1150 

Fire Risk Scoping Study 
LaSalle 
Low PowerlShutdown 

9 July 1n97 HRR-REC 

MUREG-1150 CDFS 

Surry Peach Grand Sequoyah Zion 
Bottom GoIf 

A indicates revised Zion CDF based on October I990 plant modifications 

10 July 1997 NRR-REC 
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Seismic and Fire are Significant Contributors 
to Overall Risk 

Core Damage Frequency 

L 

SUW Peach Bottom 

BWR Low PowerEhutdown Study 

Other 
5% 

i 2  * 3997 NRR-REC 
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Examples of Important SNL PRA Activities 
0 Event Assessment 

LERReviews 
ASP Rebaselining 
Fire Events Database 

Decision Methods for Generic Issues 
Prioritization Guidelines 
Numerous Issues Including: 

Decay Heat Removal 
Fire Suppression 
Service Water 
Control Circuit Isolation 
Shearwalls 
Pressurized Thermal Shock 

0 Issue Resolution 

NRR-REC 13 .wim 

Examples of Important SNL PRA Activities 
(continued) 

0 Regulatory Effectiveness 
Station Blackout 
Appendix R Impact Evaluation 
IPE Insights Program 

0 Other Regulatory Applications 
IPEEE Requirements 

. PRA Working Group 
PRA and Reactor Safety Training 
Low PowerlShutdown 
Low PowerlShutdown -Tech Specs 
10 CFR 100 Modifications 
Inspection Support 

NRR-REC i 4  .My inm 
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Core Damage Frequency 

I 
I 

I 
1 

I 
"c, 

i 

PRELIMINARY 
Plant CDF 

PRELIMINARY 



Change in CDF Due to EDG 
Maintenance 

No Maintenance 
El EDG in Maintenance 

6 

H 
1E-4 

=I 

u. 
al 
0) 

1E-5 E 
n a 
al 
0 
0 
L 

1E6 
Paver 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Plant Operational States (POSs) 

HRR-REC 17 Jurytoil7 

Current Methods Development 

0 Human Errors of Commission 
0 Digital Control Circuits 
0 Consequence Uncertainties 
0 Fire PRA Methods 
0 Software Development 

NRR-REC I S  Juiv 1991 
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ATHEANA: A Technique for 
Human Error Analysis 

0 Represents human performance found in real nuclear power 

0- Operator ‘actions’ based logically on their understanding of 

0 The operators can be misled resulting in inappropriate 

0 ATHEANA can identify event sequences involving 

0 ATHEANA can identify and quantify the most important 

plant events 

the conditions in the plant 

actions, including actions to termiante operating equipment 

inappropriate actions 

combinations of plant conditions and weaknesses in the 
human-machine interface or gaps in job aids 

0 ATHEANA can  quantify the human errors and incorporate the 
effects of these errors into the PRA logic models and 
quantification process. 

1s .My rsm NRR-REC 

Integrity of DigitaVSoftware-Based 
Safety Systems 

0 Utilities are switching from analog to digital 

0 Methods for evaluating digital systems are limited 

control systems 

- Common cause failures 
- Software reliability 

0 SNL is developing a framework for guiding the 
design and review of digital systems 
- Completeness 
- Adequacy 

NRR-REC 20 .My in97 
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Improvements: Fire Risk 
Assessment Program 

0 Objectives: 
Assess current fire risk assessment methods and tools 
Identify areas where significant improvements are 

Implement the needed improvements 
needed and can be made in the near term 

0 Need areas have been identified and prioritized 
0 Preliminary implementation program plan developed 

- Improved data 
- Initiating event identification 

- Model validation 
- Other long-term activities 

NRR-REC 11 Jvly rom 

Risk-Informed Regulation Involves Three 
Potential Areas of A.pplication 

0 Justification for new regulations or 
plant retrofits 

0 Elimination of regulations marginal to 
safety 

0 Use of risk to focus NRC licensing and 
inspection activities 

NRR-REC z? July 1997 
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Key Elements of RIR Implementation 
~ 

0 Clearly identified decision criteria 
0 Standards for PRA and staff training 
0 Adequate data bases 
0 SRP for reviewing/auditing industry 

0 Control of overall risk level 
0 Evaluation of regulatory effectiveness 

submittals 

23 .My top7 NRR-REC 

Summary and Conclusions 

0 Comprehensive integrated-capabilities have 
been developed at SNL. 

0 The methods have been applied on numerous 
programs, including the resolution of key issues. 

0 Substantial work remains to be done if risk- 
informed regulation is to achieve its full potential 
for cost-effective regulation. 

24 .My1097 NRR-REC 
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Uncertainty of Consequence Analysis 

Fred Harper 
High Consequence Assessment and 

Technology Department 
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Summary of CECKJSNRC 
Consequence Uncertainty 

Program 

Presented- to 
Risk EvaIuation Committee 

Fred T. Harper 
Sandia National Laboratories 

July 1,1997 

USNRCKEC Consequence Uncertainty 
Program 

Biggest Contribution: 
Library of uncertainty distributions for use in both 
consequence uncertainty studies and 
assessments in related fields (dispersion, health 
effects, etc.) 

Pushed the State of the Art in: 
Processing elicited information 
Expert elicitation 

Correlations 
Performance Based Weighting 

Other: 



The USNRC and the CEC decided to 
collaborate on this project 

To share project costs 

To gain access to a grcntcr pool of experts 

To combine the knowlcdgc and cx~icricncc of the CEC ant1 US in tIic arcas 
of uncertainty analysis, cspcrt cIicit:ition, nxitl conscqncxicc analpis  

To capture thc potentially greater tccliriicnl and political acccptnbilitp of n 
joint project 

Tlrc Corriniissions decided to jointly procccd with an initial feasibility study. 
Atmospheric dispersion and deposition p:iranietcrs I Y C ~ C  cIioscn to be tlic 
initial focus. 

PhenomenoIogical Areas that 
Comprise a Consequence Calculation 
U.nder consideration for Joint Study 
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Selected formal elicitation methods to compile 
encyclopedia. of consequence uncertainty distributions 

3) 

4 )  

For multiple uncertainty studies axid m:iny 0 t h -  uses 

Expert elicitation procedures allow the dcvclopxiicnt of distributions on 
paramctcrs which cannot be developed from cxpcririicrital data or ana l~ t i ca l  
niodcls 

The existing expcrimcnt:il d:itab:isc cannot provide necessary information 
(resource level required to obtain tile d3t:i cxpcrimcntallg is unreasonable) 

Inforniation obtained from analytical niodcls is not indisputably correct -- 
physics of the phcnonicnon not sufiicicntly dcfiricd by analytical models to 
aUow a full uncertainty andysis 

Formal cxpcrt elicitation process provides :i well docunicritcd and  easily 
trackable xiietliodology conducive to rcvicw and defense 

Sequence of Methods Used for the Dcwlopmcnt of the Uncertainty Distributions 



2nd expert rneellnQ 
1 
: 

I 

Sequence of Metliods Used for the Development of tlic Uncertainty Distributions 
(Continued) 

Objectives of study required 
uncertainty analysis using fixed codes 

I 

1) 

2 )  

3) 

4)  

5 )  

Fixed code requires distributiori 011 input paramctcrs 

Pliilosoplig of project -- do riot prescribe rnodc1 

Orily elicit on potentiaIly riicnsurnblc p:iramctcrs 

Address important code input pararrictcrs 

Project was Ied to cxplorc inverse riiodclirig to capture more ti1311 

parameter uncertainty 
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, .  

Some modeling uncertainty is represented 
\vi t h i n distributions 

I) Experts syntlicsize the available knowledge of a plienonicnon from 
experimental, analytical, and theoretical sources 

2) Uncertainty distributions, to sonic extent, a re  model independent 

3) Aggregation of distributions incorporates different modeling philosophies 
into distributions (using equal weighted aggregation) 

EIicitntioxi variables clioseri for tlic dispersion case structures: 

The normalized conccntration nicasurcd a t  a collector located at 
the centerline (x , /Q)  

The concentration relative to tlic ccntcrlinc concentration a t  a 
spccificd crosswind location y ( x , / x c )  

The concentration rclatisc to tlic centerline concentration at a 
vertical distance, z and a t  tlic ccntcrlinc, y=0 (xJxc)  

Tiic standard deviation associatcd with the cross wind 
cotlccntration (s,) :is would be nicasurcd by a line of collectors a t  
specified distance from tlic source 

Tlic total area [krii'] covered by 90% of the time integrated 
concentration in that ring shaped distance region between r, and 
r, (r, and r, are in the far  field) 



Case structure for dry deposition questions 

1) Four surface types: (I) urban, (2) meadow, (3) forest, and (4) human skin 

2) Forms: aerosol, elemental iodine, and methyl iodide (iodine assumed not 
to deposit on aerosols) 

3) Aerosol sizes: 0.1 p, 0 3  p, 1.0 p, 3.0 p and 10.0 p (particle sues are 
associated to spherical particles of unit density (I gram/cm')) 

4 )  Only initial condition specified was the average wind speed 

Ex a 111 p 1 es of Ex t e I- n a 1 D os i 111 et ry E 1 i ci t a t i o n Q ZI est i o 11 s 

1. Effective dose-rate and Effective Dose to an adult outdoors in "typical" urban 
and rural (open field) environments, following initial deposition of 1 Bq/nI2 of 
Zr-95Mb-95, Ru- 1 OG/Rh- 1 06, I- I 3 1 and Cs- I 37/Ba- 137113 to the lawned areas 
of the ground. 

2. Ratio of time integrated air concentration indoors to that outdoors, given an 
outdoor value of 1 Bq m" for Pu-240. 

3.Fraction of an average population in expelt's own country that would be 
classed as (i) agricultural and other outdoor workers, (ii) indoor workers, (iii) 
non-active adult population and (iv) schoolchildren. 
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Exa 111 p Ies of IIiges tio 11 Pathway EIici ta tio 11 Q lies tio 11s 

1. Following a single deposit, what are the concentrations (Bq kg-') at maturity 
of Sr and Cs in grain, green vegetables, pasture grass, root crops arid 
potatoes which are grown 011 soil that contains 1 Bq kg-' of Sr and CS? 

2. Consider an animal that is continuously fed Sr or Cs at a constant daily rate 
under field conditions. \$'hat is the observed equilibrium transfer of activity, 
to the meat of the animal for each element? 

. 

Exam pies of XIiterIiaI Dosimetry Elicitation Questions 

1. Initial deposition in the extrathoracic (ET) rcgion, % of total deposition in 
the respiratory-tract? - 

2. Retention of Pu on endosteal bone surfaces (considering a 10 p i  depth of 
bone mineral) as a percentage of total skeletal retention, as a function of tinie 
after entty into blood? 
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Example of Late (Stochastic) 13ealth Effects Elicitation 
Q u es ti o 11 s 

1. The nuiiiber of radiation induced calicer deaths up to 20 years following 
exposure in a population o fa  hundred rnillion persons (5 x107 male, 5 x107 
female) each receiving a whole body dosc of 1 Gy low LET (= ganma) 
radiation at a uniform rate over 1 minute. 

Exa nip I e of Joint D osi 111 et ry/La t e Q u es ti o 11s : 

1. The number of radiation-induced cancer deaths up to 40 ycars foliowing 
exposure in a population of a hundred million persons (5 s107 male, 5 x107 
female) each of whom jnliales 10 I< Bq of the radionuclides specified (Pu- 
239 and Sr-90 were spccified) . 
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Examples of EarIy (Deterministic) Health Effects 
EIici ta tio n Q u es tio ns 

1. For inhalation of aerosols tliat contain transuranic radionuclides provide: 

2. The threshold lung dose rate below which 110 deterministic fatalities are 
observed with i 11 t 11 ree years. 

3. The lung dose rate that will result in deterministic dose in 10% of exposed 
individuals witliin thee  years. (There are additional questions for 50 and 
90% of esposed individuals). 

Code input parameters are not 
always physically measurable parameters 

, -  

1) Iniportant dispersion code input paranietcrs a re  mathematical constructs 
that define the spread of the plunic in the Gaussian model: the  horizontal 
spread (a,) and vertical spread (a,) paranletcrs modeled using the power 
1aW: 

2) a,, b,, aa b, assigned values in R24CCS and COSSb24 depending on the 
atmospl~cric stability cIass, but are not physically measurable paranletcrs 

Xccessary to elicit distributions 011 physically nicasurablc paranicters which 
can lead to distributions on a,, b,, a*, b, 

3) 

I 
s9 



Gaussian Plume Equation 

(x, y, z) 
4/ 0 

1 
2 z u 5 q  

y = horizontal crosswind coordinate 
z = vertical crosswind coordinate 
o,, = standard deviation to y direction 
q = standard deviation to z direction 
u = mean wind speed 

I h = release height 
Iitc] Sandii National L a b o i a b i ~  

To Use Information in MACCS and  COSYMA Uncertainty Studies 

Distributions in Code 
Input Parameters Used  
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In Sigma Z 

Cell labeling Mechanism 

In Sigma Y 

In Sigma Z 
+ 

Cell Probability 

6.91 7.60 

Elicited qutWi& (QCgrnilI [TEC) depetzcht oiz t 7 ~ n i 1 ~ ~  
pnrnmeters, cscn i i z  n simple foliar absorption model 

1. T h e  of deposition 

2. I<p (percolation rate constant) 

3. Kr (resuspension rate constant) 

4. I<IY (weathering rate constant) 

5. Krs (Rai~isplash Rate Constant) 

6. B I \ W  (niaxiiiium edible crop biomass) 

7. FV (interception factor) 

8. FD (ratio of dry to wet weight) 

. .  

I 



A two step process was deveIoped to obtain distributions 
for Kab 

1. Obtain median 

2. Obtain distributions 

I ' S M J M T I  I 
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To obtain the median for Kab 

Eiicit;ition Variabic Unccrt;iinty 
Rmgc 

.- 

I. @I KH: n17d Kr are set at their median values as determined from the 
processing of other soil and plant questions fiom this program 

2.Krs, DAM: arid F I T  are held at their point estimate values fj-om COMiDA 
experieiice 

3. Set _OC,,j,,[T€CJ equal to  the elicited median and then solve for Kab 

ComInclll 

Soil Migration . 

Soil Fixation 

IVingc factors ordcr of mqnitudc highcr I for Sr coI11piUd to CS 
1 NO sigtlilicimt difTcxciicc bctw*cctl CS m d  

4 00 (CS) 
c 1000 (Sr) 
2-50 

IIoot Uptakc Coiicciilratioil 
Factors 

93 

.2 Sr 
IIiulgc liictors for Sr snlallcr tlliul thosc for 
Cs. kuircs for ormiic soil largcr. I 20 - 5000 

Rcs~~spc~isio~~ Factors Largc rangcs with 50th pcrccnlilcs closc I to Lhc 5th 
10,000 



(conl.) 

Availability of Rndiotluclidcs 2 - 3 (I) 
in Ingcstcd Fccd for Transfer 2 - 4000 (Sr and 
Across Gut cs> 

'rransrcr to ~ c n t ,  Milk a i d  10 -SO (CS) 
Eggs GOO - 1400 (I to 

cggs aJld shccp 
milk) 

200 - 500 (1) I 500 - I300 (Sr) 

Biologiciil I-lalf Livcs I 10 - 30 (CS) 

I-lighcr riigcs for transrcr to Irunb, cggs. 
pork and chickcn 

5 
n 
X 
W 

L. 

2 

5 
n 

W 



Transportation 

Sieglinde Neuhauser 
Transportation Systems Analysis 

Department 
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TRANSPORTATION RISK 
ASSESSMENT 

Sieglinde Neuhauser, PhD 
Transportation Systems Analysis 

Department 6641 

July 1,1997 

ttd 
-c1.. 

RISK ACTIVITIES AT SANDIA 

6and ia  National Laboratories is a world 
leader in risk-assessment research and 
transportation technology for radioactive 
materials. 
*Transportation Risk Assessment [Org. 
66411 is part of t h e  extensive risk 
infrastructure at SNL. 

TRANSPORTATION SCOPE: 

All commercial modes: truck, rail, maritime (barge 
& ship), air (passenger & cargo air, incl. helicopter) 
Intermediate stops (e.g, truck fuel stops, rail 
classification yards, ports of call, airports) 
Caniage of all types of weapons and non-weapons 
materials (LLW, VHLW, TRU waste, SNF, fresh fuel, 
Pu, radiopharmaceuticals) 
All types of RAM packagings from cardboard boxes 
to spent fuel casks. 

Statement of Purpose: 

To Develop and Maintain Rlsk-Assessment 
Tools, Data, and Expertise to Contlnue to 
Conflrm the Safety of Radioactive Materials 
Transportation by the DOE and others. 

ACTIVITY AREAS IN E&E SECTOR 

RADTRAN Cornpuler Code for Transportation Risk 
Data Processing Tools for Risk Analysis 
Applications (including Work for Others) 
Information Systems: 
NRANSNET 
xRMlR (Radioactive Materials Incident Reports) 
x RADTRAN Websiie: 

http~~dsandlagovlRadtranlradtran.htm1 

O k  

HISTORY OF RADTRAN CODE 

RADTRAN I,  1977 - for NUREG-0170, "Final 
Environmental Statement on Transportation of 
Radioactive Material by Air and Other Modes." 

RADTRAN ii, 1982 
*RADTRAN ill, 1986 
*RADTRAN 4,1989 
*RADTRAN 5, beta release, 1997 
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RADTRAN HIGHLIGHTS 

RADTRAN Code 
NaWnal and IntemaWnal Standard; SOUM code for 
W s  INIERTRAN code 

Appror I50 utsn (e.g., LANL. Be= Labs, UNLV) 
FUDTRAN 5 relsued thb spring 

input-File-Generator sofhnre (downloadable from 
RADTRAN website) 

Uncertainty and SensiIii analyses 
Probabilistic Analysis with Latin Hypercube 

Sampling (U-lS) Shell" Code developed at SNL 

RISK ASSESSMENT IS A RAPIDLY 
DEVELOPING FIELD 

* Malntalnlng non.obsoleacence requlrw frequent updates 
Rbk'psrcopllon'o~n a n  be responded to quantihthly 
More a- to hlgh-faolullon data than ever before (e.g.. 
GIs systems) 

*population dWbutions >>~enWnmental justice 
*accldsnt data emergency response 

LaUn Hypenube Sampling (US)  k newthe method of choke 

Rsqulred to determhe complhnw with n m  flsk-baud 
for pmbrbllbtk rbk s n a l p b  

nguldlons 

RISK APPLICATIONS AT SANDIA 

*Lttigatlon Support (WUGeneral Counsel) 
*Provide National Transportatlon Program, 
other federal agencles, and the public wlth 
quallty-assured RIsk Analysis tools to 
support EAS, ElSs and other risk analyses 

*Participate In MEA Coordinated Research 
Programmes, etc. 

*Rapid response via WE Congressional 
Liaison to lawmakers' queries 

RADTRAN QA PLAN - Verification 

Programmer's Log - Changes Sheets 
- Differences found 
- Test file comparisons - Other Information 

plots, hand calculations, 
notes 

askSam - data base program 

Example of effective, 
though Inaccurate, 
"risk communication" 
by Intervenors. 
Thls is the atmosphere 
W E  encounters during 
NEPA process. 

Response must include 
the solld, accurate 
Information that SNL 
provides in risk 
analyses. 

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS & 
REQUESTS IN PAST DECADE 

-Taiwan Spent Fuel Movement EA. 6 lnlgatlon (DOuUr)  
FoNlgn Rnrarch R o d o r  Urgent Rollef E4 6 
ItUgatlon (WEIEM) - A d d m  Intervenor 6 stakeholder concerns 

Y-12 EA 6 Publlc lnformatlon Meetings (DOMP) 
Pro]& Sapphlm (now declasaMed) 

Unadlan request for hslstance ( O n M o  Hydro) 
NRC - NUREG4170 M a l y r l S  
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TRANSPORTATION RISK GROUPS 
NETWORK WITH OTHERS AT S N L  

TeBtlng, ln~rurnsntgtlon - accldcnt consequence data 
Package Dwlgn - vaious RADfRAN Input values 

Reacior Safely MACCS Coda - models parallel 
CIS - rout6.rpeHlc maly~lt 

-Weapons Tnnsportrtlon -ADROIT Code (Safe- 
.SOWN Tranrportr): DOD and DOE am prlmafy 
customen 

StOtlttlcal Methods - LHS Shell for RADTRAN 

Transportation Systems Analysis Team 

.Fnn k n i p  RADlRAN Davelopmenf-Webmlstsr~ 

.S~l lnde Neuhauser, Ph.D.- RADlRANfRbk Analysb 

.Jim McCIure. Ph.D.- Intormation Systems (RMIR) 
*Scott Mills, Ph.0.- lath Hypercube Sampllng (LHS), 

.Rkk Onel- Information Systems; TRANSNEF System 

.J.D.SmtthORIGEN L Routing Calculatbns 

.Jeremy Sprung, Ph.D. - MACCsIRbk Analysls 
*Ruth Weiner, PbD. - Atmuspheric Dbpenbn; Hazmat 

Scnslt)rity. L Unccttahty Analysb 

Manager 
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Container Analysis Fire Environment Model 

Cylindrical object 
engulfed in fire shows 
temperature distribution 
around object. Heat 
transfer to object also 
calculated. 

3 
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transportation ttd technology 
development program 

U S .  Department of Energy 
National Transportation Program 



n m  rn I I - .I snlpPoaru w e  I esting 

transport ation 
technology US. Department of Energy 

development program National Transportation Program ttd 
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Heptane Spray Fire in Ship Hold 

This 4-burner 
heptane spray fire 
on the Mayo Lykes 
used additional 
diesel fuel to 
create smoky 
conditions in hold 

transportation 
technology U.S. Department of Energy 

development program National Transportation Program ttd 
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ample: Thermal Analysis 

Ship Hold Fire Experiment 

Experimental 
arrangement in Hold 4 
of Mayo Lykes at 
Mobile, Alabama 

transportation 
technology US. Department of Energy 

development program National Transportation Program ttd 



Example: Thermal Analysis 

Ship Hold Fire Calculations 

transportation 
technology U S .  Department of Energy 

development program National Transportation Program ttd 

We can now 
successfully 
predict the shipboard 
fire environment with 
the use of 
computational 
fluid dynamics and 
other codes 

Note color bar 
indicating local 
temperatures 



e x a m p l e :  Thermal Analysis 

Calculation vs. Experiment 

30 

25 

(u 

E 3 20 
Y 

- 
15 

10 

5 

0 

60" degrees from vertical, facing fire 

0 5 10 15 20 25 

Calculated heat 
transfer to 
simulated package 
closely matches 
experimental values. 
Calculations also 
confirm that thermal 
radiation is main 
heat transfer 
mechanism. 

Time, minutes 

transportation 
technology US. Department of Energy 

development program National Transportation Program ttd 



Container Analysis Fire Environment Model ' 
Models fire environment including local variations 
Integrated into standard heat transfer analysis code 
(MSCTThermal) 
Runs in reasonable time on a standard computer work 
station 
Available to package designers and analysts 

Goal: Give designers the confidence that their package 
will pass on the first try. 

Sandia 
laboratories 

[clr) National 
transportation 
technology US. Department of Energy 

development program National Transportation Program ttd 
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Figure I - Cumulative Histogram of Evacuation Times and 
Lognormal Distribution 
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Architectural Surety 

Dennis Miyoshi, Director 
Security Systems and Technology 
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Architectural Surety Methodology 
Usingthe Risk Equation for the Surety of Buildings and Structures 

Presented to the Risk Panel 
July I, 1997 

Sandia Proprietary Information 

Architectural Surety.. . . 
0 What is it? 

What is it good for?! 
0 How do we measure it? 
0 How do we know how-good it-is?- 

Sandia Proprietary Information 
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Define surety.... 

Surety is confidence that a system 
will perform in acceptable ways in 
both expecfed and unexpected 
circumstances 

a Surety describes an elevated state of 
safety and security, a state which is 
under control and very reliable 

Sandia Proprietary Information 

Define Architectural Surety.. . . 
a Architectural surefv is a risk 

management approach to providing 
confidence that buildings and 
infrastructures will perform in 
acceptable ways in normal, 
abnormal, and malevolent 
environments 

Sandia Proprietary Information 
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Using 
Architectural Surety will . . 
0 enhance reliability, safety, and 

security under normal, abnormal, 
and malevolent environments 
>) resistance to aging and weathering 
)> protection against natural disasters and 

)) protection against crime and terrorism 
fire 

Sandia Proprietary Information 

Our approach 

0 develop a consequence-based 
methodology that utilizes the risk 
equation to rigorously determine how 
resources should be allocated to cost- 
effectively improve surety. 

0 we call this methodology: Engineered 
Surety Using the Risk Equation 
(Ens U RE) 

Sandia Proprietary Information 
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Intuition 

Passion 

Innovation 
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Life-Cycle Sustainable Development 

1 
W Saridia 

National 
Laboratories 
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Design Loads for Buildings 
and Infrastructures 

Dead Loads 

Flood Loads 

Snow Loads 

Live Loads # 
Rain Loads 

Settlement Loads 

yy IceLoads 
Blast Loads 

w 

B,  Sotidlo Nnllorinl Lobornlorlos 

Soil and Hydrostatic 
. .  P ressu re 

Dynamic Loads 

@) Earthquake Lqads 
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The EnSURE 
methodology consists of .-...-.- 
0 establish consequences 
0 define the threat spectrum 
0 formulate the risk equation 
0 characterize the facility 
0 identify the targets 
0 evaluate the protection effectiveness 
0 develop improvement options 
0 perform benefitlcost analysis 

Sandia Pmprictaty Mormation 

The methodology can 
be qualitative or quantitative. . . . 
0 The qualitative approach uses expert 

judgement wherever possible 
>> can be done quickly at low cost 

0 The quantitative approach uses 
models, logic trees, and criteria to 
establish priorities 

>> rigorous, with good documentation 

Sandia Pmprietaty Information 
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The process begins 
with a consequence analysis.. . . 
0 identify the critical issues 

>> mission, people, assets, environment, 
confidence 

stake holders 
0 determine what is valued by the 

0 determine the interrelationships 
0 determine the priorities 

Sandia Proprietary Momation 

The Vital Issues Process 
provides these features.. . . 
0 brings together a panel of 

0 identifies the portfolio of 

0 identifies, defines and weights the 

0 ranks the portfolio according to the 

stakeholders 

consequences to be avoided 

evaluation criteria 

criteria 
Sandia Proprietary Information 
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Define the threat spectrum.. . . 
0 establish the attributes 

)) aging, wind, earthquake, flood, fire, 
adversaries 

0 define the threat scenarios 
0 use experts to select threats to be 

considered, or 
0 use threat methodology to prioritize, 

driven by the consequence analysis 
Sandia Proprietary Information 

Establish the risk equation. O . .  

0 Risk = b * (I-P(E)) * C 
>> L = likelihood of occurrence 
)> P(E) = system effectiveness in 

)> C = consequence 
)> for the malevolent threat, L and P(E) 

0 use risk matrix (C vs. L) to prioritize, 

0 use risk model 

prevention 

may be dependent variables 

Sandia Proprietary Information 
or 
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Prevention begins 
with facility characterization.. . . 
0 consider mission, people, assets, 

environment, and confidence 
0 may-need to include time and motion 

studies as variables change 
0 can be done with experts, or 
0 can develop a facility model based 

upon event trees leading to 
undesired outcomes 

Sandia Proprietary Information 

Continue 
with target identification ... . 

u 

0 use the outputs from the risk 
equation and the facility 
characterization to identify the 
targets 

0 can be done with experts, or 
0 can develop a target model using 

inputs from the risk model and 
facility model 

Sandia Roprietary Information 
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Determine level of consequence 
Estimate probability of occurrence 
Fill in matrix for infrastructure 

I-Ii gh 
Cons 
Mecl 
Cons 
Low 
Cons 

Clicm/l3io 
(Tcrror i s t) 

Lo W 
Prob 

M eci 
Pr0b 



Perform the 
system effectiveness evaluation 

0 identify the protection elements 
0 evaluate the effectiveness of the 

0 use expert judgement, or 
0 select from a suite of evaluation 

system 

tools 
D structural analysis, single point failure 

analysis, blast effects, security analysis 
SandiaProprietary Information 

Develop a 
suite of improvement options.. . . ,. 

0 structural improvements 
0 technologies 
0 reallocation of 

resources/assets/missions 
0 policy/procedures/trai ni ng 
0 emergency preparedness 

Sandia Proprietary Information 
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Develop 
system design options . . 
0 hardware emphasis 
0 policy/procedure emphasis 
0 mixed or balanced 
0 determine the risk for the baseline 
0 determine the risks for the upgrades 

Sandia Proprietary Information 

Do the benefiycost analysis . 
0 establish the benefits (reduction in 

0 establish the cost (including 
risk) for each option 

operations and maintenance) for 
each option 

0 use expert judgement to evaluate, or 
0 use the CostlPerformance Analysis 

tool 
Sandia Proprietary Information 
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Make the decision.. . 
0 decide which risks to mitigate, which 

0 select the improvement option 
0 document the process and the 

0 implement the decision 

risks to accept 

rationale for the decision 

Sandia Proprietary Information 

The EnSURE 
methodology provides.. . . 
0 the risk equation for evaluating 

diverse factors and values 
0 a rigorous foundation of knowledge 

for decision making 
0 the ability to do sensitivity- analysis 

and evaluations of improvement 
options 

Sandia Proprietary Information 
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Risk Methods and Supporting Activities; 
Decision Support 

Paul- Davis, Manager 
Environmental Risk and Decision Analysis 

Department 
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Environmental Risk Assessment. at 
Sandia National Laboratories 

- Methods - 
Paul Davis 

Ken Sorenson 
Mert Fewell 

July 2,1997 

Applications of Environmental Risk 
Assessment at Sandia 

Post-Closure Assessment of Radioactive Waste 

Environmental Restoration 
Disposal Sites 
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Approach to this Presentation 

Since the basic methods behind these programs 
are the same or similar 

- we will attempt to use a common framework for 
discussing the basic methods used in all 

environmental risk and decision analysis programs - 

Common Framework 

- The Ordered Triplet - 
What can happen? 
How likely is it? 
What are the consequences? 

NowWhat? 
- Plus Decision Analysis - 

- Is the risk acceptable? 
- If not, then what? 

- reduce uncertainty? 
- redesignhemediate? 
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TRU and High-Level Waste Disposal 

COMBINE EVENTS 
AND PROCESSES 

)TO FORM SCENARIOS 

What Could 

A l l  adverse 
natural and 
human- induced 

SCREENING EVENTS * ANDPROCESSES 

How Likely i s  
it? c o n s e q u e n c e s ?  

Wh at  are  t h e  

SCREEN 
SCENARIOS 

Al l  s cenar ios  
~s s i gned 
probabi l i t i e s  

Integrated re1 e as e 
and lor  dose  
s imula ted  u s i n g  
models of re l ease  
and trans port 
phenomena 

TRU and High-Level Waste Disposal 
- What can happen? - 

IDENTIFY POTENTIAL 
DISRUPTIVE EVENTS 
AND PROCESSES 

OF EVENTS 
AND PROCESSES 
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TRU and High-Level Waste Disposal 
- How Likely is it? - 

Probabilities of Scenarios Estimated Through: 
- Frequency Data (ex. recurrence intervals) 
- Models of physical processes 
- Formal Elicitation of Expert Judgment 

TRU and High-Level Waste Disposal 
- What are the consequences? - 

Estimates of Consequences are a combination 
of simulation results and parameter (and 
model) uncertainty where: 
- Simulations are based on models of physical 

processes of contaminate release and transport 
- Parameter uncertainty is propagated via Monte 

Carlo methods 
- Multiple approaches to the treatment of model 

uncertainty are being tried 
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Processes for which Models have been 
Developed and/or Modified 

- Density dependent brine transport 
- Rock deformation including salt creep and formation 

- -Gas generation and gas phase transport 
- Ground water flow and transport in: 

Saturated and unsaturated media 
Fractured and non-fractured media 

fracturing 

- Direct releases due to drilling and volcanism 
- Environmental Transport 

surface-water transport 
airtransport 
plant and animal uptake (including eco-risk) 
direct and indirect human exposure 

Examples of Codes Developed at Sandia for 
Environmental Risk Assessment 

TOSPAC 
NE- (I&n) 
BRAGFLOW 
SANTOS 
SECOFL2D 
SECOTP2D 
PANELNUTS 
CUTTINGS 

LHS 
STEPWISE 
GEOINVS 
SWIFT (I &nr) 
PRECIS 
GANT 
GENII-S 
OPTlMUS 

CAMCON 
SEDSS 
CURE 
DANDD 
PAGAN 
DCM3D 

BOSS 
GRASP-INV 
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Treatment of Parameter Uncertainty 

Use representative, unbiased probability density functions (Pdfs) 
based on both existing information recognizing that: 

Pdfs used in risk assessment usually include information about 
uncertainty as well as natural variability 
It is difticult to separate parameter uncertainty from model 
uncertainty (includes distribution models and process models) 

Incorporate correlation between and among parameters 
(geostatistics) 
Propagate parameter uncertainty using a Monte Carlo method - 
Latin Hypercube Sampling 
Use intermediate measures of system performance to reduce 
uncertainty in parameter variability 

LATIN HYPERCUBE SAMPLING (LHS) 

Divide distribution into equally probable intervals 
Sample a value from each interval 
Each parameter value from a given sample is randomly 
paired to values from other parameters in the sample 
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Treatment of Parameter Correlation 

Rank correlation based on empirical evidence or 
expert judgment (Le., porosity & permeability) 
Spatial correlation 
- kriging 
- co-kriging (with and without process modeling) 
- geostatistical simulation 
- geologic simulation 

Use of Intermediate Measures to Reduce 
Uncertainty in Parameter Variability 

No measured values of consequences (dose, integrated 
release, etc.) are available but measurements of indirect 
model outputs are available and are used to condition 
model input, for example: 
- measured hydraulic heads (static and stress- 

- isotopic age dating is used to condition advective 
induced) are used in inverse procedures 

velocity estimates 
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Treatment of Model Uncertainty 

Model "Validation" 
- International Studies (INTRACOIN, HYDROCOIN, INTRAVAL) 
- Site Specific Model Testing 

Probabilistic weighting of multiple conceptual models 
Process based approaches (SEDSS, initial version of SPM) 

- Premise - "all models are wrong some are useful" 
- Develop models in the context of the decision to be made 
- Analyze all models that can be defended using existing information 
- Focus resources on models that cause regulatory violations 

NRC Dose Assessments 
- Low-Level Waste and Decontamination and Decommissioning - 

W h  a t  C o u l d  
H a p p e n ?  ......... .. .................................... 
P r e - D e f i n e d  
G e - n - e r i c  S e e n  o r i - o r  

H o w  L i k e l y  is ! W h a t  a r e  t h e  
!.t3 ............................................. j.F..p...?..so.s..u.P..?..c.e..?I ...... 
P r o b a b i l i t y  
A s.s Y m-e-d- - J-  

i P r  e -  D e f i n  e d  
i G . c n . e r . i e  I? a t h  w a y s 
! ( a n d  P a r a m  e t e r r )  i 
{ S i m u l a t i o n s  o f  
j d o r c  p e r f o r m e d  
j u r i n g  p r o c e s s  
; m o d e l s  o f  r e l e a s e  
j a n d  t r a n s p o r t  

i u n c e r t a i n t y  in 
j m o d c l s  a n d  
j p a r a m c t e r s  a r c  
[ a d d  r e s .  e d 
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NRC Dose Assessments 
- Low-Level Waste and Decontamination and Decommissioning - 

Process models developed for TRU and HLW 
disposal modified first for LLW and then further 
modified for D&D 
New models developed and/or modified for surface 
processes and biosphere transport 
Methods developed for TRU and HLW disposal for 
treating parameter uncertainty used directly in 
LLW and modified for D&D 

EPA Risk Assessments 

G e n e r i c  " L a n d  
U s e "  S c e n a r i o s  
n e g i o t i a t e d  
b e t w e e n  t h e  
r e g u l  a t  o r ,  
o w n  e r / o p  e r a t o r ,  
a n d  t h e  p u b l i c  

Dr o b  ab  i l i t y  
t s s u m e d  = 1 

Pr e- D e f i n  e d  
Gen e r  i c P a t h  w a y  s 
w h i c h  m a y  b e  
m o d i f i e d  w i t h  s i t e  
d a t a  

S i m u l a t i o n s  o f  
e x  p o s  u r e  
p e r f o r m e d  u s i n g  
p r o c e s s  m o d e l s  o f  
r e l e a s e  a n d  
t r a n s  p o r t  

U n c e r t a i n t y  i n  
m o d e l s  a n d  
p a r a m e t e r s  m a y  b e  
?!.a.aress-%!! ._.-......_._-.....-. 
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EPA Risk Assessments 

Process models and methods for treating parameter 
uncertainty developed for TRU and HLW disposal 
used directly for simulating transport along pre- 
defined pathways 
New models developed for probabilistic treatment of 

Assumption-based modeling being developed for 
treating model uncertainty 

biosphere transport and eco-risk .- 

EPA Assessments 
- ‘‘Clean Up Levels” - 

What Could  
A.?!.€!.€!.en..? ........................ 
Pr e -  D e  f in e d  and  
4 n a l y z e d  G e n e r i c  
Fc e n ar i os 

3 0 w  L i k e l y  i s  
t?  i c o n  s e q u e n c e s ?  

! W h a t  a r e  t h e  
..................................................................... ............................. . 
”rob  ab i I i t y  
Lssrrmed = 1 

t P r  e-  D e f i n e d an d 
! A n a l y z e d  G e n e r i c  
! P a t h w a y s  and 
! P a r a m e t e r s  

!some al lowance for  
fUnatural  
:attenuation” b e i n g  
iconsidered 

juncertainty i n  
j e x t e n t  and  nature  
!of  the  
icon tami nati  on is 
jaddressed 
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EPA Assessments 
- “Clean Up Levels” - 

Natural Attenuation is an inherent part of consequence 
modeling used in TRU, HLW, LLW, and D&D 
New process model developed for the treatment of 
dense non-aqueous phase liquids (DNAPLS) 
Methods developed for addressing spatial correlation 
of parameters modified to minimize costs of site 
characterization and clean up 

Decision Analysis for Waste Management 
and Environmental Restoration Problems 
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What Type of Decisions? 

a Asslmllation and lnformatlon of ExlstJng Data 

Three Primary Questions: - Is the Site Safe? 
-What Remedial Approach or Design Change 

-When Is the Remediation Complete? 
Should Be Implemented? 

Decision Framework 

Secondary Question: 
Is a Monitoring Program Adequate to 

Detect a Release? 

While Making These Decisions, We Ask ... 
Do We Need More Data, How Much, and Where Do 
We Collect it? 

Revise Model Assumptions. 

Pathways 

@ - ParameterValues. 6 

Define 
Site Characterization. 

Restricted Use Options 

Rem e d I a I 
Remedlafion. and Action 

Analyze Options In terms of 
Cort, lime. and Ukelihood of 

Site Release 
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Evaluation of Results 
SNL has developed graphical and analytical approaches 
to addressing the following questions: 
4s the answer unambiguous? (Red or Yellow Curves) 

Curve) 
4s more information needed to make a decision? (Purple 

1 .o 

P 0.5 

0.0 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Purpose: Determine which input parameter distributionslvalues 
have the most-impact on the output distribution and which lead to 
potential non-compliance. 

SNL Approaches: Graphical and analytical approaches have been 
developed including-stepwisetegressiQnd-ranked data, scatter 
plots, and interactive sensitivity analysis. 

: b m p l e  Sih&ri"H ;;- .....I:.:.$ 
_ . '  had, . . .  . .  .. . _.- .. 1 .  . . 

Parameter 
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Data Worth 

0- Sensitivity analysis relates model input to model 
output and is used as a screening tool for data worth 
Data worth is focused on the allocation of resources 
and therefore considers the additional factors of: 
- how likely is that data collection activities will 

’ and 
- what is the cost associated with data collection 

change input pdfs enough to change a decisions- 

Updating Parameter Distributions 
and Determining Likelihood of Success 

- Original(prior) 
distribution ........... necessary posterior 
dktriiution 

I 25 mrem 
Dose 
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DATA WORTH I COST ANALYSIS 
Various forms of decision trees and applications of multi- 
attribute theory have been developed andlor modified to 
support decision makers in making informed decisions. 
These approaches analyze the potential benefits of: 
- system design change or remedial alternative 
- decreasing the input parameter uncertainty through additional site 

- the cost of additional data collection versus design changes or 
characterization 

remediation 
and in some cases address the uncertainty in costs of remedial 
alternatives 

GENERIC DECISION TREE EXAMPLE 
Possible 

Value Outcome - 

No Action @ Options 

Decision Node @ Make Decision 
Uncertainly Node 



EXAMPLE DECISION OPTIONS MATRIX 

I Time Threshold cost - Cost Threshold 

Site Characterization 
*Geostatistical methods developed for TRU and HLW 
combined with data worth analysis are used to define 
where to collect additional data 

Monitoring 
*Process models and uncertainty analysis methods 
developed for waste disposal and ER are used to 
produce multiple possible realizations of plume 
locations 

Cost-benefit analysis combined with optimization 
routines are then used to locate potential monitoring 
locations 



SUMMARY 

Over the past 20 years Sandia Labs has successfuIIy 
developed an extensive capability to perform 
environmental risk assessment beginning with the 
National problems of HLW,LLW, and TRU waste 
disposal and extending those capabilities to the 
National environmental clean up programs of DOE, 
NRC, and EPA 

, 
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Future Applications 

Ken Sorenson, Manager 
Environmental Risk Assessment & 
Regulatory Analysis Department 
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SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES 

Risk Panel Meeting 

Potential Applications in Environmental Programs 

Paul Davis, Nuclear Energy Technology Center, 6400 
Ken Sorenson, Environmental Technologies & 

Applications Center, 6600 
Mert Fewell, Nuclear Waste Management Programs Center, 6800 

July 2,1997 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 



Potential Applications 
The Environmental Programs risk assessment 
work addresses potential new applications in four 
important ways: 
1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

Training users of developed codes and 
methodologies. 
Enhancement to existing tools. 
Decision tool applications for large-scale 
programs. 
Providing support to the regulatory process. 



Potential Applications 
1. Training users of developed codes 

and methodologies. 
Implementation of any given methodology 
will require: 
- Training the customer to use the tool, or 
- Supporting the customer to understand the technical 

- Supporting the regulator in interpreting results and in 
basis, analyses, and results, and/or 

performing independent analyses, if necessary. 



Potential Applications 

Example. 1 : 
- NCART will 

. .  
provide site specific 

programmatic decision analysis support to the 
DOE National Spent Nuclear Fuel 
to the individual sites. Sandia can 
specific analyses or the 

Program 
provide 

sites can 
A 

n pertorm 

and 

. their 
own analyses. 



Potential Applications 

Example. 2: 
- The WIPB team is supporting EPA's 

independent confirmatory analysis for the 
review of the WIPP compliance application. 

I I  
I '  



2. 
e 

c e 

Potential Applications 

Enhancement of existing tools 
Code sets and methodologies can be 
enhanced to reflect technical advances, 
regulatory changes, or customer 
requirements. 



lo01 uorsr:,ap a .  'puvdxa 
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Potential Applications 

Example 2: 
- DOE sites are beginning to address 

environmental risk. It will be necessary to 
incorporate environmental risk analysis 
capabilities into existing and developing risk 
assessment and decision-aiding tool 
frameworks. 



Potential Applications 

3. Decision tool applications to large- 
scale programs 
For large-scale programs of national 
significance, existing or developing 
decision-aiding methodologies will need 
to be customized. 



Potential Applications 

Example 1: 
- D&D of nuclear facilities will require 

assessment of additional regulations, fbture 
land use issues, commingling of facilities and 
sites, etc. While methodologies developed for 
repository or nuclear power plant assessments 
may be applicable, they will need to be 
customized to address important issues specific 
to the application. 



Potential Applications 

Example 2: 
1 - Water ~ W Q U I X ~  management and surety of 
I 

water supply systems is an area of national and 
international significance that can benefit from 
Sandia’s expertise in programmatic risk 
assessment and decision-aiding tools 
framework development. As with D&D, these 
tools can be customized to address issues 
specific to water resource management. 

I 
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Pot entia1 Applications 

Example 1: 
- Sandia is providing technical support to DOE in 

its interactions with EPA with regard to the 
Hazardous Waste Identification Rule (HWIR) . 
Risk assessments provide technical justification 
to recommended regulatory changes that will 
substantially reduce costs without 
compromising public health and safety. 



Pot entia1 Applications 

Example 2: 
- As both the NRC and 

4 .  4 0  

EPA evolve to a PRA 
approach to compliance, Sandia’s expertise and 
tools provide the means for credible PRA 
analyses. For example, the NRC and EPA 
share in the funding of the SEDSS development 
and EPA has requested Sandia support in the 
review of the WIPP compliance application. 



Information Systems 

Sharon Chapa, Manager 
Decision Support Systems Software 

Engineering Department 
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Information System Risk 
Presentation to the 

Risk Program Review Committee 
July 2, 1997 

presented by Sharon K. Chcrpa 

Broad Definition of 
Information System Risk 

+anything that makes the system “misbehave” 
+:+failures stem from myriad causes 
+3poorly characterized *’+ complex internal structure 
Ocomplex coupling to environment 
+failure space not modeled 

17 1 



Examples of Software Failures 
and Their Consequences 

+:+a medical delivery system 
+:+a telecommunications infrastructure 
+a reactor design 

Why Sandia Cares About 
Information System Risk 

+build critical software 
>analyze weapons 
>control weapons & robots 
>7x24 situation awareness monitoring 
>environmental decisions 

+:+assessments for others 
>critical infrastructures 
>control systems, eg. nuclear power plants 



Information System Risk 
Program 

+:+no formal program across Sandia specific to 

+:+related programs and activities 
information system risk 

P Strategic Surety Backbone 
PReliability Science & Engineering Council 
PLDRD areas: Risk & Reliability, Info Systems 
Pwork going on within real programs 

*:+total on the order o f  $3M, 20 FTE 

A View of IS Risk .-  

+:+project risk - cost, schedule, performance 

*:* technical risk - reliability, safety, security 

1 73 



.. . 

How We Address 
Project Risk 

+:+project management tools 
*$.reviews 
+:*assessments 

>SEI CMM 
PSEI risk assessment 

+:+cost & schedule estimation tools 

How We Address 
Technical Risk 

+:+improve best practices 
>primarily driven by needs of real programs 
>some research dollars 

*:+seek analytic basis to assess failures 
>some research dollars 
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Improving Best Practices 
(examples)- -. 

*:$ design 

+testing 
>limit complexity 

>robotics: simulating hazardous test situations 
97x24 monitoring: simulating scenarios 
9WR qualification: formal planning & tracing 
Pbusiness: load & performance testing 

Improving Best Practices 
(examp le s, continued) 

+usability 
>capturing scripts of actual usage for study 
>work processes drive design 

+safety 
>weapons: safety in spite of software 
>robotics: software’s role in safety 

>security policies for mutual distrust 
+security 
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Improving Best Practices 
(examp le s, continued) 

*:*code generation 
>using 4GLs 
>provably correct translator research 

*:*self monitoring systems 
P7x24: state of health expert systems 
>path expression research 
>multi-factor qualification research proposals 

A View of IS Risk 
*:+risk = undesired behavior 
*:*project risk - cost, schedule, performance 
*:*technical risk - reliability, safety, security 

>best practices (programs, SSB) 
>analytic techniques (RS&E, LDRD) 

-______- - - -  
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Developing Anal-pic- Te-chniques 

Rellabllity Scientific 
Englnoering Understanding 

+modeling failure space 
>complex systems (organized complexity) 
>multiple dimensions (safety, security, reliability) 

>software, networks 

>data collection 
9 analysis 

+building tools to apply new understanding 

Now 
Paradigms 

Reliability Science & Engineering Roadmap 

Models relating 
observables to reliability 
properties 

Fragility model: how 
reliability degrades with 

ce 
Understand coupling 
between processes 8 
reliability properties of the 
software product 

Rellabillty 
Modeling 

Llfocycle 

Science-based measurement, 
analysis, prediction of soflware 
reliability 

Monitoring ObseNableS: ongoing 
assessment of fragility 8 
dearadation 
Design for maintainability 

Assess impacts prior to changes 

Upgrading in-place 

Quall- 
flcation 

Tools 
Data collection tools: static 
& dynamic observations of 
the soflware product 

Analysis tools: deriving a 
reliability assessment from 
the observations 
Simulations, 'executable' 
specs 

CASE tools 8 process data 
collection tools 

Compensating for low 
pyalitv Darts of Drocess 
Multi-factor reliability 
measurement 

Operational sutveillance of 
fraaililv 

- 1  

Couple (product 
measurables + test + 
simulation + process) to a 
reliability rating 

Explicitly satisfying surety, quality, 
reliability requirements 

Deliver a reliability rating with the 
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LDRD #1 
Surety Analysis Graph 

riskstate 

mitigator 

p-1 characterisics 1 

LDRD #1 
Consequences \ 

. operator mci . out of tderanc 
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LDRD #l 
intruder 

alters data 

V 



LDRD #2 
Communications Network Reliability 

I 

Example Data Network Architecture 

ATM 

Phone-2 

Example 91 I Service Architectures 

Tandem 

Example Telephone Siqnalinq 
Network Architecture 



c 
?? 

LDRD #2 

Network to 

Cancen trator 1 

Legend II 
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LDRD #2 
How fault tree modules can be assembled in the “Plug-and-Play” 

method. 

Top of Network Hierflrcliy 

. ,  

i 



LDRD #2 

>Risk-based network analysis techniques have 
been developed for hierarchical and non- 
hierarchical networks. 

Hierarchical: “Plug-and-PI ay” Fault Tree Analysis 

Non-Hierarchical: Efficient Network Search 
Method 

Algorithm enables the use of cut sets rather than path 
sets 
These methods can be “married” for hybrid networks 

>Models can be extended to model network 
services and classes of network traffic 

Summary 
Information System Risk 

+:+We address project risks and technical risks. 
+“+We continually improve our best practices. 
+:+We seek a better analytic basis, but face 

challenges in the modeling of software and 
network failure spaces. 
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\ 
Committee to Evaluate Sandia’s Risk Experfise 

-July I-2,1997 

Looking Forward: 
A Sampling of Methodological 
Research Programs at Sandia 

Gregory D. Wyss, Ph.D. 
Risk Assessment and Systems Modeling Department 6412 

Sandia National Laboratories 
Albuquerque, NM 87185-0747 

(505) 844-5893 4 gdwyss@sandia.gov 

Outline 
Looking Forward: A Sampling of 

Methodological- Research Programs at 
Sandia 

Computational 

0 Methodological 
rn High-Performance Computing for Uncertainty Analysis 

Effects of Aging on Reliability 
rn Risk-Based Network Vulnerability Analysis 
a Fuzzy and Hybrid Number Algebrafor Risk Assessment 
rn Object-Oriented Risk and Reliability Assessment 

ff.11-2 , 
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Laboratory-Directed R&D 
Sandia has a significant internally-funded 
R&D program to push the state-of-the-art. 
0 All aspects of risk and reliability analysis 

m Innovative technical methods 
Defining failure modes 
Understanding aging effects 

B Designing for reliability 
m Critical National Infrastructures Risk and Reliability 

Funds awarded by competition 
Projects can last from 1 to  3 years 

m-$1.3M in PI-97; 2;7M in FY-98 (incl. multi-year $) 

Laboratory-Directed R&D (cont.) 

Projects funded in FY-97 include: 
0 Reliability Degradation Due to  Stockpile Aging 
0 Integrated Approach to  Develop Micro-Electrical- 

Mechanical System (MEMS) 
0 Precursors t o  Failure of Oxides and Metal Lines in 

0 An Extensible Object-Oriented Framework for Risk & 

0 Risk-Based Characterization of Network Vulnerability 
0 Enhancing Risk Analysis Using New Mathematical 

CMOS Technology 

Reliability Analysis 

Structures 
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LDRD is Multi-Disciplinary 

The LDRD program selection criteria 
encourage in ter-d isci pl inary cooperation. 
0 Teams are sought from across organizational 

0 Technologies and results should be useful to 
and technological boundaries 

multiple applications and customers 

Obiecfive; Bring together diverse 
methods to solve challenging problems in 
the forefront of science and technology. 

U n ce rta i n ty Quantification 

The Problem: 
0 Properly accounting for uncertainties in risk 

and reliability assessments is extremely 
compu ter-intensive. 

rn Can require thousands or millions of evaluations of 
individual probabilistic or deterministic models. 

explosion” that occurs in many models, e.g., 
0 Situation is complicated by the “state 

rn End states in event tree models 
rn Weather trials in consequence assessments 

\ 97-lld 
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Uncertainty Quantification (cont.) 

Technologies and Benefits 
0 Advances in desktop computing enable many 

uncertainty studies that were not previously 
possible. 

rn More detailed computations using existing methods 

High performance computing enables cutting 
edge research in this area. 

Parallelization of assessment software 
Teraflop computing increases throughput - makes it 
possible to consider methods that would have 
previously been intractable 

Effects of Aging 

The Problem: 
0 Anticipating potential stockpile aging 

problems has traditionally been based on 
testing and deterministic engineering 
analyses. 

Project Objectives: 
0 Identify and prioritize potential aging issues 

using reliability analysis techniques. 

Help engineers understand impacts of new 
materials, components, etc., on system 

\ 91.11J 
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Effects of Aging (cont.) 

Technologies and Benefits 
0 Uncertainty engines 

LHS & Adaptive importance sampling 
m First order / second order / likelihood reliability- 

Genetic algorithms & neural networks 
methods 

Wraps around existing design & analysis tools 
m Stress voiding and electromigration in IC's 
rn Thermo-mechanical fatigue of solder joints 

Effectively uses data from a variety of sources 

Network Vu I nera bility Analysis 

The Problem: Apply risk assessment techniques 
to network security analysis. 

0 Many individual component vulnerabilities are known, 
but their security implications, when taken toqefher, are 
unknown. 

Project Obiecfive: Develop a methodology that 
enables an inexperienced analyst to: 

0 Identify how an adversary might exploit known 
weaknesses to gain access to a system, and 

0 Determine what undesirable activities they could 
perform after gaining access. 
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Network Vulnerability Analysis (cont.) 

Technologies and Benefits 

generic known vulnerabilities 
Collected from CERT, etc. 

m Varies by type of machine, level of access, etc. 

Directed graph model based on network topology and 

0 Solution algorithms seeks to find the highest probability 
or lowest lKcost” attack path 
m Shortest path algorithms 

Simulation (represent the real behavior of attacker, 

m Selective pruning of exhaustive paths to determine 
attacker learning, and dynamics of attacks) 

importance of particular vulnerabilities 

97-1141 1 \ 

Enhanced Mathematics for BRA 

The Problem: It is suspected that traditional 
probabilistic uncertainty assessment methods may 
overstate our confidence in the limit of very sparse 
data. 
0 Central Limit Theorem causes the results to tend toward 

0 Is “uncertain data” (in the limit of extremely sparse data) 
a central value - probabilistically correct, &@, 

realfy probabilistic? Or might it be more accurately 
represented by fuzzy and/or possibilistic algebra? 

0 And, how do we combine data that is known to be 
probabilistic with data that might be fuzzy or 
possibilistic? 



Enhanced Mathematics for PRA (cont.) 

Technologies and Benefits 
0 Research into the nature of mathematical 

Example: Quantification of risk assessment 
models for uncertainty analyses. 

results using hybrid numbers. 
Similar to complex numbers, except that each value 
is composed of fuzzy, possibilistic and probabilistic 
parts 

relative weighting of the fuzzy and probabilistic parts. 
Incorporates a “degree of belief” to establish a 

0 Software is being developed to enable hybrid I 

\- 
Object-Oriented Risk Assessment 

The Problem: Risk analysis is very labor- 
intensive. 
0 Requires a specialist with a breadth and depth of 

expertise that is rarely embodied in a single individual 
0 Teaming between risk and system personnel is difficult - - no common tool set or knowledge base. 

Proiecf Objectives: Deliver a tool set that: 
0 Enables rapid creation of risk models by casual 

analysts, 
0 Helps the analyst manage the large volume of 

information that supports these models, and 
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Object-Oriented Risk Assessment (cont.) 

Technologies and Benefits 
Object-oriented analysis methods from 
computer science 

m Objects encapsulate domain and risk knowledge to 
represent a real-world entity (e.g., a computer) 

m Objects operate as “black boxes” - communicate 
with each other through standardized interfaces 

Traditional risk assessment methods 
m Risk sub-models built into objects 
m Deterministic and probabilistic risks considered 

Both inductive and deductive risk models supported 

/- 
Summary 

Sandia is developing new risk assessment 
methods for widely varying applications. 
0 Research encompasses many areas of 

important to risk and reliability 
Analysis methods Effects of Aging 

a Defining failure modes Design for Reliability 

0 Research teams cross traditional disciplinary 

0 Internal research funds are targeted to 
boundaries to find novel solutions. 

problems of national significance with target 
customers. 

07.11-1s 1 
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TM WinR 
(Reliability Analysis Software) 

134 



. .  

WinRm Training Course 
Sandia offers a 3-4 day training course on 
reliability analysis iising WinRfM. 

Course topics include: 
Fault tree development 

Root cause analysis 
0 Repairable systems iinitlysis 

Nonrepairahle Systei11s itniilysis 
Reliability nllociitioll 
Reliitbility optimization 
Maintenance cost anidysis 
Field failure data itniilysis 
Sensitivity and tincertainty analysis 

c 
\9 
VI 

Course participants use WinRIM to giiin 
practical, hands-on experience in red-world 
applications. There are illso ii vilricty of class 
exercises designed to reinforce the miitcriiil 
being presented. Stutlcnts leiivc will1 it 
comprehensive set of coiirse materials iintl ii 
copy of the WinRTM SofIwiire. 
The  first offerings of the WinR"'h1 training 
coiirse will begin in IIic fotirlh quarter of 
1996. Courses will he IiltIght itt Siintliii and 
can also be given at your f'iicility. 

I h .  Jurnes IC. Cnnipbell 
Systems I t~ l i i ih i l i ty  I)epi~rtnicnt 

Snndin National Laboratories 
P.O. Box 5800, MS 0746 

Albuqtierque, NM 87 185-0746 

emnil: jecamph@sandia.gov 
or 

Dr. 1,nura I'ainton 
Systems Reliability Dcpnrtnicnt 
Sniidia Nntioniil Liiborntories 
P.0. Box 5800, MS 0746 

Alhuqiicrqtic, NM 87 185-0746 

cmail: Iapaint@sitndia.gov 

(505) 844-5644 / fiix: (505) 844-3321 

(505) 844-8093 / fax: (505) 844-3321 

Suntlin is n niulliprogmm Inborntory opcmtcd by Siindiu 
Corpori ih,  n 1.ockliccd Marlin Company, for ~ h c  Uniictl 
Stalcs Dcpnrlnicnt of Uncrgy iintlcr Conlract DE-ACO4- 
94,4:85000 

SAND NO. 97-1306 

Tntroduces 

TM WinR 

Re1 ia bi I it y Ana I ys i s 

Software for Windows 

I *  
' Sandia 
National I 

laboratories 
"...exceptional service in tIic national inicrest." 

mailto:jecamph@sandia.gov
mailto:Iapaint@sitndia.gov
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National Machine Tool Partnership 
.?nd 

* I Center for System Reliability 

can assist your organization with ; 

We itme extensive experience 
working with industry! 

c 
\3 0 Scmiconduclor 4 

0 Mncliinc loo1 
0 Autoniolivc 
0 Mcdical 
0 'rcxtilc 
0 Aircriifl 

Horizonlnl CNC Machining Centcr 

Call to see how we cait help yoii 
iiiaxiiiiize your eqriipiiieiit availability 
arid riiiiiiiiiize iiiaiiileiiaitce costs! 

Robert M. Cranwell, nianagcr 
Systciiis Reliability Dcpt. 

Sandia National Lilboratorics 
Y.O. Box 5800, MS 0746 

Albuqucrquc, NM 87 185-0746 

OS 

Dollald L. I'lymale 
Product Rcnl izatioii I iitcgratioii Dcpt. 

Saiidia National Lriboratorics 
P.O. Box 5800, MS 0961 

Albuqucrquc, NM 87 185-096 I 

National Maclriir e Tool Partirerslri'~ 
rind 

Center for System Reliability 

Introduce the 

TM WinR-PdM 
Predictive 

Maintenance : 

System 
A system approach to intproviitg 

availability and reducing costs 

[sl Sandia National Laboratories 
Siltidia is  a trultiprogratii lalioratory opcriilcd by S d i i i  

Corporation, n Lockhccd Miirliii Coi~ipntiy, for llic 
Uiiitcd Slates Dcpnrcniciit of Energy under Colllrilcl DIi- 

AC04-Y4AL850()0. 

(rtrl Sandia National laboratories 



TM WinR-PdM 
A New Coricept for 

Predictive Main terinnce ! 

Sandiii National Liihor;itorics Iins rcccntly 
coupled its reliability motlcling and prctliction 
capabilities with its sctisor technology to 
devclop thc Win It-PdM’”‘ predictive 
maintenance systcin. 

Tired of interpreting seiisor data 
arid trend frrrictioris? 

Wiirlt-PdMThi climinales mucli of the guess- 
work that is typically encountcrctl in 
processing end intcrprcting trcntl fiinctions ittitl 
sensor data. 

Key features of Win R-PdMThf incliitlc: 

Ease of data iriterpretatiort - Data arc 
prcsentcd in t e rm of eitsily iiitcrprctctl 
probability of failure curves, Pareto ch;irts, 
dials and gauges. 

Early detection - Rcliiibility inotlcls of 
tlie system are utilized to cstimatc 
probability of fiiilure in iidviince of an 
actual fnilure 

U,wr Frieridly, Fiilly Iittegruted 
Win do ~ v s  Eii virort rti en t Systertt ! 

\\liirlt-IVMh‘ is an intcgratcd systciii coupliiig 
scnsor (lata with t ~ i c  uniqiic wiri1t”‘ softwore 
tlcvclopctl at S:intliii Nntional Liihoratorics. 

\\riril~rdif is iI PC-basctl, Windows cnvironincnl 
soliwarc package with capabililies in: 

Itcliability Motlcliiig & Prctliction 
Optiiiiimtion Analyscs * 

Miiintcniince & SpiWCs Analyscs 
‘Ihtlc-OI‘f & Cost-Bcncfit Atiillyses 

e Sensitivity & Unccrtainty Analyses 

Easily iderrtifable failure modes! 

l’lirough its rclinbility rrrorlelirrg , n.14’ nnd sensitivity 
(irrnlysias cnpnbilifies, M in 
itlcntify kcy contributors to system fiiilurc. 

can bc usctl to 

Key Contributors to System FitiltIre 

Untlcrstiinding root causes of fiiilures allows 
the sclcction of npproprinte sensors for 
moniroring relcviint systcin coniponents. 

Easily Interpreted Systeni Stntrrs! 

R~ill-tiiiie sensor tlatil is combined with 
liistoriciil failurc (Iilta in \VirrP IO continuiiIIy 
iiptlatc the systcni status. 

Cttrrcnt System Coiilpollelit Status 

\Virt~t’”‘ relinhility rriorlels i\rc used to estiiiiilt~ 
tlic probability of systciii fiiilurc over time ;aid 
provitlc a rnnking of the niost probahle fiiilure 
modcs. 

System Fi~ilure I’rohithility & Key Contributors 

. 1 . .. . . . . . . .. . .. ... . . . .. . . 



Predictive Maintenance 

est^ Iias reccntly coup~cd its rcIiitIliIiry 
motleling and prediction citpithilitics with 
sensor technologies fro111 within Sitntliii 
National Lithoratories ;IS piirt of i\ pilot 
predictive inaintcnance projcct with ii in;ljor 
U.S. aircraft company. This has lctl to tl~c Stilrt 
of an advancctl pilot CfI‘orI 0 1 1  ii 1ilitclli1tc tool 
within Siindia. 

Robert M. Crnnwell, managcr 
Systcms Reliability Department 

Sandia National Laboratories 
P.O. Box 5800, MS 0746 

Albuqucrque, NM 87 175-0746 

(505) 844-8368 fax: (505) 844-3321 
cmail: rmcranw@sandia.gov 

Center for 
System 

Reliability 
CS Itas t~evc~opct~ new rcIiiiIiIity iiiotlcling 
incthotls tliat CitIi h c  applied tltiring both 
network design iriid operations pl~ascs lo: 
0 Provide reliable network design 

Prioritize network monitoring & 

0 Optimize network improvcmcnts maintenance @ Sandia National laboratories 
Ssialia is t i  ~iiultiprogrittn lal~or;itory cipcr;itcil hy S;iiitlia 

CoIliiir;iticin, LI I.tickhcctl Mnrtiii Cotiipuiiy. for llic 
United Sia~cs I)cpnrttiicnl or Eticrgy iititlcr Contruct DE- 

AC04-04A1d8S0~Hl. 

L O C K N E E D  M A R T I N  ---& (@ Sandia National laboratories 
Sntltl NIL 97- I107 

mailto:rmcranw@sandia.gov
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Established to Meet fhe Needs of a 
Changing Reliabilr'ty Focus! 

Reliability Modeling & Prediction 

has ~ C V C ~ O ~ I C ~  tlic 1VinRT'' IT-bascd, 
windows cnvirontiicnt, rcliabilily analysis 
Softwiirc I)i\cki\gc. W ~ I Z R ~ ' ~  is U S C ~  in  
niodcling atid iitliIIyiillg a product thr<)ugliout 
its lifc cyclc. I t  has bccn uscd lo tilodcl 
coniplcx sctriiconduclor nianufiicmring 
cquiptncnt such ;IS tllc picturcd WiIfcr Ilil~1dlitig 
systclll. 

Sensitivity & Uncertainty 
Analyses . 

CST Iias cxtcnsivc capiibiIit/cs for analyzing 
tllc cffccts of pilraaickr unccr\iiinty and unit-to- 
unit variiibility. Scnsitivity iit1illyscS cilll bc 
pcrfonncd to idcntify top conlribulors lo systclil 

Optintization Analyses 

! '  
I 
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Reactor Risk Assessment 

at 
Sandia National Laboratories 

Poster Session 
for 

Committee to Evaluate Sandia’s Risk Expertise 

July 1, 1997 

Donnie W. Whitehead 
Phone No. (505)-844-2632 

email: dwwhite@sandia.gov 

Reactor Risk Assessment at 
Sandia National Laboratories 
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The probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) 
process can be applied to complex 
structures. Exam ples i ncl ude: 

Nuclear power plants 
Weapons 
Chemical processing plants 
Infrastructures 

Telecommunication 
Transportation 

Aircraft 

Sandia is expanding the use of 
P M .  As an example, consider 
mclear power plants. 



PRA Process for Nuclear 

ACCIDENT ACCIDENT SOURCE 

ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS 
SEQUENCE + PROGRESSION + TERM 

Power Plants 
CONSEQUENCE RISK + ANALYSIS +ANALYSIS 

Secondary 
Containment 

Equipment 
Hatch 

SPMU - Suppression Pool 
Makeup 
RPV - Reador Pressure 
Vessel (surround core) 
SRV - SafetyfRelid Vake 

Containment Spnys 

Primary Containment 
Personnel 

Airlock 
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Traditionally, nuclear power plant 
PRAs have focused on full-power 
operations. However, other 
operational states exist. 

POS7 4.2% Fraction of Time POS6 4.1% 

Spent in Each p o s 4  0.5% 

Plant Operational pos2 o.7% 

POS5 7.6% 

POS 3 0.7% 

State (POS) posl  3.0% 
POSO 79.3% 

POS 5: Cold Shutdown 
POSs 6 & 7: Refueling 
(Two POSs with different water 
levels.) 

POS 1: startup 
POSs 2 - 4: Hot Shutdown 
(Three POSs defined by pressure 
and temperature differences.) 
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Screening analyses indicated that 
two POSs--POS 5 and POS 6-are 
the largest contributors to total 
core damage frequency (CDF). 

I Importance of Plant Operational States 1 

4 5 

59.54 

0.27 

6 7 

POS 
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Considering factors important to 
both core damage frequency and 
risk, POS 5 was selected for 
detailed analysis. 

Distribution of Core Damage Sequences 
Total = 1163 Sequences 

Damage Frequency Primary Containment Open 
259 Sequences 

178 Sequences Occur 
in POS 5 
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To account for thermal-hydraulic 
and radionuclide differences, POS 
5 was divided into three time 
windows. 

I POS 5 TIME LINE I 
Average entry time 
for POS 5 during 
a refueling outage 

Average entry time 
for POS 5 on the way 
back up to power 

End of 
Refueling Shut Down 

Earliest POS 5 
can be entered 

20s 



Results indicate that on a per hour 
basis, POS 5 has the potential to 
be at least as great a contributor 
to core damage 
power. 

and risk as full- 

I 

Tw-1 Tw-2 Tw-3 TOTAL Full 
P O S 5  Power 

TW -Time Window 
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1 1 ~ e d i a n # E r n  95% 

it 
Tw-1 Tw-2 Tw-3 TOTAL Full 

P O S 5  Power 

TW -Time Window 

Using models for all plant operational 
states, risk-informed decisions can be 
made on when to perform maintenance 
or test activities. For example, in POSs 
6 and 7 the CDF associated with 
maintenance on an emergency diesel 
generator (EDG) is similar to the CDF 
for no maintenance. 
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oNo Maintenance of EDG ‘“T Maintenance of EDG 

0 1  2 3 4 5  6 7 
Power 

Plant Operational States (POSs) 

EDG - Emergency Diesel Generator 
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Risk and Reliability Assessment 
for Telecommunications Networks 
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Probabilistic Safety Assessment '96 

c b 

Park City, Utah September 29-October 3, 7996 

RISK AND RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT FOR 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS 

Presented by: Gregory D. Wyss, Ph.D. 

Authors 

G.D. Wyss & H.K. Schriner, Risk Assessment & Systems Modeling Dept. 

T.R. Gaylor, Data Transport & Network Design Dept. 

Sandia National Laboratories 
Albuquerque, NM 87185-0747 

gdwyss@sandia.gov m (5051844-5893 

0 ut li ne 

Risk and Reliability Assessment for 
Telecommunications Network 

0 Introduction 

0 Network Cut Sets: Modeling Connectivity 
I 'Models of Hierarchical Networks: Fault Tree Analysis 

Models of Non-Hierarchical Networks: Directed Search- 

0 Modeling User Perceptions of Network Performance 

0 Summary 
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Introduction 

It is possible to have a network system 
with zero risk ... but it's not very useful ... 

Ccpyri*t 3 1- W t e d  Featwe Syndicate, Inc. 
Radistribution in ohole or in pmt pohibitd 

Surety is a Balancing Act 
C 9 

"Surety" balances access control, integrity, 
safety, functionality and reliability. 

Assure Safe & 

Unauthorized Use 

Information 
and Systems 
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Sources of Risk for Complex 
Interconnected Systems 

c > 
Risk assessment considers the combined response of hardware, 
software, and humans to potential system challenges. 

ln&vidual VI. common cause 
rptem Interactions 

\ 

Generalized Network Analysis Methods 
e 

Sandia has invested internal R&D funds to develop 
network surety analysis methods. 
0 Quickly found that fault trees work well for hierarchical 

networks but fail for non-hierarchical (to be &cussed Inter) 

0 Objectives: 
develop and validate a guanttitative risk and reliability analysis 

’ method for data networks 
m make fault tree modeling of hierarchical networks faster and 

m make fault tree modeling accessible to persons who are 

rn model network connectivity as well as network performance 

less labor intensive 

network experts but not risk analysis experts 

aspects (network services, classes of traffic, etc.) 
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Hierarchical Networks 
c" > 

Fault tree analysis (FTA) often works well for 
modeling hierarchical networks. 

0 A network is hierarchical if t he  address space  or t h e  
network architecture enforce a hierarchy. 

Many current-generation networks behave hierarchically. 
m Typically only a few paths from one node to another. 

0 Fault tree modeling is straightforward 
m Top node in the hierarchy is the top event in the fault tree 
m Global connectivity is modeled by expanding the fault tree 

s Fault trees can be extended to model particular failure 
towards the end user nodes 

modes within individual nodes and links 

"Plug-and-Play" Fault Tree Strategy 
C > 

0 Build fault tree "modules" for each class of network and 
type  of network entity (topology, node, ink, element, etc.) 

* . 

m Module models the basic failure modes for that entity 
Module contains "plugs" to  which additional fault tree 

.) support services (power, HVAC, maintenance, etc.) 
+ other network entities to which this one is attached 

modules can be "attached" to  expand the fault tree model 

0 "Plug" the  modules together following simple rules to  
obtain a fault tree for  t he  entire network 
m Start at the top of the hierarchy, and assume network 

failure if any node cannot talk to  the top of the hierarchy 
m Follow the network diagram until all entities included in FT 
m- Trim-off- any "plugs- that-don't connect to  anything 
m Solve the resulting model as a traditional fault tree 

96.13.8 
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Example "Plug-and-Play" Model 

End User Devices 

Example "Plug-and-Play" Model (cont.) 
t + 
How fault tree modules can be assembled in the "Plug-and-Play" method. 

Top of Ndwork H i e m b y  
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/ \ 
Modeling Quality of Service 

To a user, the network "works" when their traffic 
can get through and needed services are available. 

0 Modeling network services: 
w A typical service is successful if 

more of the server machines that provide this service. 
m Full connectivity & an appropriate servers are running. 

This is the top event for a service fault tree model. 

users can access one or 

0 Modeling classes of network traffic: 
m Definition of "network success" is somewhat subjective. 
m To first order, we can assume any link or network element 

that cannot support the required network characteristics is 
'failed" and simply requantify the connectivity cut sets. 

Non-Hierarchical Networks 
t > 

Previous reliability models for non-hierarchical 
networks have used path set theory. 

0 Path sets are an efficient way to look at reliability 
between two well-defined endpoints in a network. But... 

0 "Connectivity" is achieved only when "everyone can talk 
to everyone else." We want to  model this condition. 
m This requires that we find path sets for allpairwise 

combinations of endpoints. 

0 Path sets cannot show component importance the way 
cut sets can. 
m I t  is mathematically difficult and computationally expensive 

to obtain cut sets from path sets. .. 
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Non-Hierarchical Networks (cont.) 
c > 

It is difficult to find cut sets for networks. 

0 Fault tree analysis methods fail for non-hierarchical 
networks. 
m To model "everyone can talk to everyone" can require one 

m These fault trees are very difficult to construct because 

The problem can become -combinatorial 

or more fault trees for each node in the network! 

there is clear directionality to follow in the network 

0 Huge numbers of cut sets - even for small networks. 
m Must consider combinations of link and node failures 
m Greater redundancy 3 more failure combinations to look at 

Network Solution Strategy 
t b 

Our method uses several approaches to minimize 
computational effort for solving networks. 

0 Simplify the network before solving it (automated and visual 

0 Reduce the number of cut sets to be generated 

simplification) 

m Build cut sets based only on link failures (functions/ model) 
Infer (but do not construct) all cut sets that contain 
combinations of link and node failures 

0 Efficient cut set search algorithm 
Developed under Sandia's internal R&D program. 

m Cut sets are found directly from the network architecture 
connectivity diagram (no FT model construction needed) 
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One "Arbitrarily-Connected" Network 
Used to Test Our New Methods 

Building Cut Sets for a Functional Network Model 

Objective: reduce the number of cut sets that we 
have to find directly from the network. 

Searching the network for cu t  sets is the most 
computationally expensive part of the analysis 

Strategy to reduce computational effort: 
m Find the cut sets for a functional network model (contain 

only failures of functional network routes - look like links) 
rn Infer the existence of cut sets containing combinations of 

link and node failures from the functional cut sets. 
m The functional cut sets are to be found by direct search of 

the network connectivity diagram. 



Infer Physical Model Cut Sets 
f .) 

A link cannot carry traffic if either the link itself fails 
- or the node on either end of the link fails. 

0 An n-link cut set can give 3" sets of link and node failures 
We would have tokxpand, build and reduce these 3" cut sets 

0 Better strategy: Build the  build the  physical model cut sets 

m Essentially all redundant cut sets are generated, so no need 

m We can get by with only twon(2) cut set formulae per 

m This formulation is compatible with quantitative evaluation 

in a minimal factored form 

to perform the expansion or Boolean reduction 

network division instead of 3 . 
- and all cut set and event importance measures. 

Hybrid Networks 
t 

Many networks contain both hierarchical and 
non-hierarchical sections. 

0 Example: the  telephone network 
m Communication between switches is non-hierarchical, but 

distribution to end customers ('local loop') is hierarchical. 

0 We can "marry" fault tree solutions to non-hierarchical 
solutions to solve hybrid networks. 

w Solve each 'level" of the network separately using the 

Combine the cut sets to form a global network solution 
All component importance computations can be 

most appropriate technique 

performed based on these results 
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Extracting Information From Cut Sets 
r 3 

Cut sets provide a doorway for understanding 
many aspects of system behavior. 
However, the information must be extracted from 
the cut sets by mathematical manipulation. 
0 Identify important network failure modes 
0 Use event importance measures to identify individual 

m must be protected to preserve system reliability (RI) 
are the best candidates for upgrade to obtain the greatest 
reliability improvement for the money spent (RR) 

m should be monitored as indicators of system risk (FVIPD) 

components or groups of components that: 

0 Discrete optimization techniques (e.g., genetic algorithms) 
can select the most cost effective system improvements. 

Potential Applications 

Assumptions inherent in the method: 
0 Each link supports traffic in both directions when it 

0 If a node fails, it cannot transport data on any link to 
succeeds, and in neither direction when it fails 

which it is attached 

Applications: 
0 Data networks (e.g., ATM), Telephone networks 

0 These methods can also be used to  model network-like 
architectures in non-communications industries. 

0 Infrastructure (utility distribution systems, etc.) 

9613.20 1 
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Summary 
c P 

0 Risk-based network analysis techniques have been 
developed for hierarchical and non-hierarchical networks. 

Hierarciiicak 'Plug-and-Play" Fault Tree Analysis Method 
H Non-Hierarchicah Efficient Network Search Algorithm 

a These methods can be "married" for hybrid networks 
enables the use of cut sets rather than path sets 

0 Models can be extended to model network services and 
classes of network traffic 

utilize network-like architectures. 
0 These techniques can be used with other systems that 

Acknowledqment: This work was sponsored b y  the 
Laboratory-Directed Research and Development Program st 

Sandia National Laboratories. 
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ARRAMIS 
(Integrated Risk and Reliability Software) 



J 

Q 
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Outline 
C J 

An Overview of the Risk Uncertainty Assessment 
Process for the Cassini Space Mission 

0 Overview of the Cassini Mission and Approval Process 

0 Tools and Methods for Computing Risk 

0 Separation of Variability and Uncertainty 

0 Uncertainty Analysis- Computational Process 

0 Summary 
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The Cassini Mission 

Profile: 
0 Deep space probe to explore Saturn and its moons 

rn Anticipated launch: late 1997, to arrive Saturn in 2004 
m Flight path includes gravity assist rendezvous with Venus 

(2x1, Earth and Jupiter to pick up speed 
0 Carries 3 Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTGs) 

Safety Review and Approval Process: 
0 Spacecraft design team (LMC) conducts safety analysis 
0 Reviewed by the Interagency Nuclear Safety Review Panel 

0 Launch decision made by the Executive Office of the 
President of the United States. 

96.163 / 

INSRP 
e-. 3 . -  The Interagency Nuclear Safety Review Panel 

(INSRP) reviews all aspects of mission safety. 
0 Experts include spacecraft breakup, re-entry, meteorology, 

biological effects of radiation, and uncertainty 

0 Review the SAR, perform independent confirmatory 
computations, and make launch recommendations 

INSRP mandated the Cassini uncertainty analysis 
0 Previous launches considered mainly separate effects 

sensitivity studies with estimates of uncertain ranges 

0 Panel wants integrated uncertainty analysis with 
separation of variability from uncertainty 
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Computation of Risk 
C > 

There are many parallels between t h e  Cassini spacecraft  PRA 
and traditional reactor PRA studies 

Reactor PRA 
Cassini Risk Analysis Parallel 

~ ~~ 

Probability and characteristics of launch vehicle Level I Core Damage 
failures that can jeopardize the space probe V.e., Sequence Analysis 
create the potentia/ for radioactive release) 

Conditional probability that a release occurs 
given a launch vehicle failure, and characteristics Progression / Source- 
of that release Term Analysis 

Level II Accident 

Consequences of a radiological release 
(atmospheric transport, deposition, health Consequence 
effects, contaminated areas, etc.) Analysis 

Level 111 Accident 

\ 

Computation of Risk (cont.) 
C j 

, .  
Characterization of Launch Vehicle (LV) Failure 
0 LV failure "Data Book' generated by LV manufacturer 
0 Taken as "given" for this analysis 

Accident Progression and Source Term: LASEP-T Code 

0 Performs Monte Cad0 simulation of data book scenarios 
m 'Flies' LV fragment field - evaluates impacts on spacecraft 

' 
m Tracks spacecraft parts through reentry to ground impact 

0 Classifies individual simulations according to  "end states" 
m Point estimate of trial's conditional probability of release 

Discrete distribution of the  radiological mass releases 
m Other important source term characteristics (e.9.. altiitudes) 
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Computation of Risk (cont.) 
c 3 

The SPARRC radiological consequence model depends on 
release location and characteristics 

0 Surface impact -- during ascent -- high altitude during reentry 
0 Impact location characteristics: Rock - Soil - Water 
0 With or without a propellant fireball 
0 Radiological mass particle size distribution 
0 Not many isotopes -- vast majority of the inventory is PU-238 

Large number of source terms requires simplification 
0 Binning of releases with similar characteristics and expected 

consequences (mass, scenario including altitude, etc.) 
0 Binning of weather 

Computation of Risk (cont.) 
c- 

Scenarios , E n d s t a t e s  f 

Retain 
probabilities & 
consequences. 
Aggregate to 

obtain risk results 

I 
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Variability Versus Uncertainty 
e 

INSRP wanted the Cassini analysis to attempt to distinguish 
be tween variability and  uncertainty. 

0 Stochastic Variability - The natural variation of system paths 
and outcomes due to variations in: 
m inherently stochastic physical processes, or 
rn unobserved, unobservable, uncontrolled, or uncontrollable 

parameters 

0 Knowledge Uncertaintv - The uncertainty in system behavior 
that is due to inadequate understanding of how it is affected by 
observable or controllable parameters 

0 Uncertainty can be reduced if better information can be gained 
about the physical process itself andlor its root causes. 
Variabifity cannot be reduced no matter how much we know 
about the process and its root causes. 

Variability Versus Uncertainty (cont.) 
c 3 

Most issues have  both uncertainty and variability contributors. 

0 I t  is very difficult to determine the relative contributions of 
uncertainty and variability to a particular issue. 

rn Often a subject of great controversy 
rn Still an open research subject - beyond current state of the art 

0 Therefore, for this analysis, each issue was categorized a s  either 
entirely 'variability" or entirely "uncertainty" based on which one 
"dominates" that issue. 

rn Only variability (variables) changed for initial risk estimates - uncertain 
parameters held as constants to represent a "single world view' 

rn Both variables and parameters changed during uncertainty analysis 

0 Nofe: We must use the entire range of possibility for every issue 
regardless of whether it's due to  uncertainty or variability. 



Variability Analysis Method 
(Computes Initial Risk Estimates) 

C 3 

Uncertainty Assessment Process 
e- ) 

0 Ideal Approach: 
Wrap the risk computation in a Monte CarlolLHS shell 
Not feasible because LASEP-1 is already a Monte Carlo code 

0 Practical Approach #I: Direct Substitution Method 
Run a complete risk analysis similar to variability assessment 

rn View each LASEP-1 end state as variabilii, with individual 

View weather as variable - all other consequence model 

Mixes variability and uncertainty, but doable without new research 

LASEP-T trials as uncertainty for each end state 

parameters as uncertainty 

0 Practical Approach # 2  Mathematical Deconvolution 
Theory presented on the following slides 

= Can be done using same code runs needed for direct substitution 
method 
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Deconvolution 
C > 

Basic approach: o Use U to "shift" V to obtain 
estimates of confidence for 
risk uncertainty 0 Obtain a distribution for risk 

based solely on variability (VI 

0 Obtain a second distribution 
for risk (R) based on 
intermingling all uncertainty 
and variability 

distribution for the effect of 
uncertainty by itself (Ul 
which, when convolved with 
V, produces R. Consequences 

95% 

Assume there exists a 

X 
Lu 

0 Use Laplace or Fourier 
transforms to obtain U. 

Each curve is V, shZfted based on 
values from U. The family of curves- 
represents the risk uncertainty. 

Deconvolution (cont.) 

Deconvolution Theory 

0 Recall: under both Laplace and Fourier transforms, a 
convolution operation is transformed to multiplication. 

0 We have computed V and R explicitly. 

I Transform V and R to Fourier space 
Divide t h e  transforms to obtain U' 

m Invert t he  transform to obtain a representation of U hot 
always an easy task) 

0 This practice is common in electrical engineering signal 
analysis. Software is available. 
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Deconvolution (cont.) 
C 3 

Limitations of the  Method 

applies to linear transfer functions. 

m Our LASEP-T, linear. transfer However.... SPARRC, function etc.) (composed is clearly of not 
U 

0 
E al 
al 
al 

Tests of the method with several non- 
linear transfer functions have still 
produced reasonable results. -a 

0 Under this method, U is simply applied 
as a factor to shift V. 

!\ 

Uncertainty Analysis Method 
(Computation is Virtually Identical to the Variability Analysis) 

t 3 

.,.I 

c. e< 1 %Xw fl 96-14-16 
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Deconvolution Process 
1 

From From 
Uncertainty Variability 

95% 
Analysis Analysis 

--I - 

_L, Fourier Transform, 

U 4 E 
Inverse Transform 1 'V (median) 

Consequences 

Summary 
C 3 

The Cassini'variability and-uncertainty analysis is a 
dramatic step forward from previous launch analyses. 

0 Uncertainty Analysis 
m Separation of variability and uncertainty 

Same computations can be used with either Direct 
Substitution or Deconvolution 

0 New Method: Deconvolution 
m Produces a family of risk distributions 
m Uncertainty distribution (derived from Fourier transform) 

shifts the variability distribution to find full picture of risk 
Provides a "pure" separation of variability and uncertainty 
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KBERT/CONTAIN 
(Integrated Tool for Facility Safety Hazard 

Analysis) 
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CONTAIN I KBERT 
An Integrated Analysis Tool to Assess Consequences 

of Dispersal of Hazardous Agents in Facilities 

Richard 0. Griff ith 
John E. Brockmann 
Daniel J. Rader 
Ken E. Washington 

Sandia National Laboratories 
Albuquerque, NM 

CONTAIN / KBERT Concept 
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CONTAIN / KBERT Overview 

W Role of CONTAIN / KBERT 
8 A knowledge-based computer tool designed to be routinely 

used in the safety analysis of facilities 
8 More easily and more consistently apply existing material 

release and material properties databases 
8 Leverage existing CONTAIN code capabilities for analyzing 

aerosol behavior and material transport in facilities 
0 Evaluate exposures and consequences to personnel 
8 Allow quantitative evaluation of uncertainties 

0 Assist in building design 
0 Evaluate and assess mitigation strategies 
0 Assist in review and evaluation of safety analysis reports 
0 Tool for conducting hazard assessments in DOE facilities 
0 Evaluation of proposed new activities at existing facilities 

Other Potential Applications 

842ldMnL9730 @-mfimI- 

Interior Transport - The CONTAIN Code 
I CONTAIN: 

Developed at SNL for the USNRC to analyze nuclear 
reactor containment accidents and experimental facilities 

0 Under continuous development and testing for over 15 
years, and represents a total investment by the USNRC 
of approximately $20M 

e Being adopted as principal licensing tool for the USNRC 

e Substantial validation and assessment database: 
successfully completed a two-year external peer 
review to certify its modeling capabilities 

laboratories, industry, contractors, and universities. 
e Broadly used throughout the US. and the world by national 

6421-RMnL9744 @snawma- 
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CONTAIN Key Features and Capabilities 
H Control volume approach, arbitrary network of 

volumes and structures 

CONTAIN can model . 
6 Gas thermodynamics and flow 
6 Aerosol transport and deposition 
6 Fanshentilation systems 
e Fire system sprays 

Walls, floors, ceilings 
e Airborne debris 
o Water pools 

Assessment (PRA) studies to evaluate trends 
and uncertainties in large complicated problems 

Ll421-RwIH74-0 @--- 

Designed to support Probabilistic Risk 

CONTAINIKBERT Key Features 
Facility Configuration 

H Rooms 
0 Basic building blocks for representing internal 

regions of a facility: off ices, labs, hallways, etc. 
0 Arbitrary number of rooms can be specified 

a Represents aerosol deposition surfaces and heat sinks 
o Arbitrary number of structures can be specified 

Can represent any opening: doors, windows, pipes, etc. 
0 Arbitrary number of parallel or serial connections 

0 Connects rooms to one or more HVAC systems 
e inlets from environment or exhaust to environment 

Filter can be placed in any flowpath 

H Structures 

Doorways 

HVAC Ducts 

6421-RGWlSB74-0 @m-- 
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CONTAlN/KBERT Key Features 
Personnel Treatment 

W Evacuation Plan Specified for each Worker 
e Models movement of workers through facility 
e Rooms and delay times specified 
e Used to represent alarm response plan 

Breathing Rate (affects inhalation dose) 
e Skin Area (affects deposition onto skin - skin dose) 

1 Personnel Physical Parameters 

I Dose Shielding Factors 
e Unprotected, Half-mask, Full-mask, SCBA 
e Inhalation Protection 
e Cloudshine Protection 
e Groundshine Protection 

Skin Protection 
64ZllMnh97-7-0 

CONTAIN / KBERT 
Screen View for a Simple Facility 

HVAC Plenum 1 Room 4 - Alrborne Mass 

Rooms with 
sources shown 
with a red stripe 

Room 2 Room 1 
642l-RWn&47-M @--- 
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CONTAIN / KBERT Application Environment 
Target Platform 
e Desktop IBM-compatible personal computer 
e Microsoft Windows 95 operating system 

Programming Language 
e KBERT object-oriented design (C++) facilitates extensions 
e Transparently links to CONTAIN code in FORTRAN 

H Database Tools 
e Microsoft Access relational database 
e Graphical front end for rapid database development 
a Database easily accessed-from.Msual-C+-*code- 
a Easy to enable access of data across a network 

~l-RDM6I97-Po @sals-- 

Demonstration of Capabilities - Pantex 

December 1995: Urgent DOE need to assess radiological 
consequences of high explosives detonation in Pantex 
assembly cell 

DOE required credible estimates of exposures from 
release both on and off site for the Environmental 
Impact Statement 

I SNL integrated existing codes and analysis capabilities 
to answer DOE questions and solve their problem 

July 1996: Letter of Commendation from DOEIAL head 
Bruce Twining to SNL executive VP John Crawford 
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Pantex Aerosol Release 
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